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I'm glad that in your eagerness to read the rest
of the mag. you didn't pass by yet another of
my riveting editorials.
This issue may well
prove to be the last ever to be laid Qut by hand.
Our computer-whizz secretary, Phil Mathewson
and his wondrous gizmo will be having a crack
at the next issue and if it turns out nice (looks
like it will), then we'll kiss goodbye to our present, sometimes messy and tedious paste-up methods.
Having been present at the unfortunate high voltage incident at Stanwell in June, I was shocked
at the way everyone reacted. When the unfortunate Philip Ayrton was still suspended in the
wires, people gathered far too close to him (myself included), and one pilot in her concern for
Philip ran almost directly underneath him.
After
pilot and glider had crashed to the ground Philip
was assisted out of his wrecked glider and, although he seemed to be clear of the broken
power lines, he shouldn't have moved until the
power was turned off. Then there was the comment, "1 was caught by this big gust of wind" in
the Herald.
Not exactly great P.R. for our
sport.
This comment was apparently put into
Philip's mouth by the reporter, but let it be a
warning to you against eager press people. This
incident, I think, shows that otherwise safety
conscious and responsible pilots, can easily forget
caution in the excitement of a crash.
Pretty
heavy stuff, hey?
It's good to see a fe w letters in this issue, in
support of the new rating system, as the barrage
of complaints were ge tting a bit irritating. It's
also good to see so much info. on winch and
aero towing, as they are bound to be a more
prominent part of our sport as times goes by.
Well, that's it for this month from yours truly.
Mayall your flights end in two point landings.
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~Editorial_-~

Geoff.

~_ Sa fet y

Dig estl!!!!!!!!!l!!l!l!!!!!!!!!I!!I!lr

FROM THE NATIONAL SAFETY DIRECTOR

The Rating System Update

A Message to Safety Officers

As you will probably already know, at the Convention, the State Associations were as ked to submit their own submissions on the deve lopm e nt of
a ne w rating system. Had the y done this when
they were originally asked to ia::;t year, we would
de finitel y have had the t hing muc h furthe r
advanced than it is now.
But 'that' s anot her
stor y, and it see ms tha t some have actually
decided to co-oper a t e t his ti me round.

Over the past few years, I have been spending
quite a bit of time fl ying with, and advising
P.R.l and P .R.2 pilot s. Thi s has been a ver y
re warding exper ie nce for me, a nd I c a n thoroughly recomme nd it as a past-t ime t o any experienced pilot who has the t ime. One thi ng, however, great ly concerns me, and that is the a lm ost
universal hostility with which safety officers are
regar ded among lower rated pilots. On inquiring
into the reasons for this, I found that many
lower rated pilots see safety officers as enforcers rather than advisors. To many pilots, seeking
out a safety officer is the last thing you would
consider, for fear that you may not be allowed
to fly.
So what's going on?
Why are safety officers
held in such low esteem? Why are lower rated
pilots reluctant to seek advice? After all, your
average safety officer is a dedicated and experienced pilot, who has shown this by taking on the
responsibility of being a safety officer in the first
place. Most are only too happy to help inexperienced pilots, and these pilots only stand to gain
from that help.
The problem is not so much one of what we are
doing wrong, but rather one of how we do it.
Too often safety officers approach other pilots
in an aggressive or officious manner. The only
thing this is likely to achieve is to provoke a
defensive response in the pilot, and effectively
eliminate any common ground.
Once this has
happened, the chances of a mutually acceptable
solution are nil, and t he safety officer is forced
to rely on his offic ial status in order to prevail.
Often this official st a t us is not e nough to overco me t he aroused det e rminat ion of the pilot not
to be prevailed upon in such a se lf r ight eous manner, a nd the e nd result is that the pilot disregards what the safety officer has said.

So far , proposa ls have beet! received from
V.H.G.A. a nd Tas. H.G.A., with H. G.A.W.A.
requesting more detailed information.
The submissions f ro m Victoria and Tasmania both contain
some useful ideas and although I have not had a
chance to go through them in detail, I feel that
we may at last be making some progress. I must
admit that I was both surprised and flattered to
see so many of our original ideas that were circulated in t he first discussion paper, included in the
Victorian submission. It seems that there is some
common ground now, and hopefully we can move
quickly now to iron out the few remaining problems.
Accident Reports
There seems to be some sort of a problem with
our accident reporting system.
This month I
have actually received two accident reports. But
despite the fact that hang gliding is getting
safer all the time, I find it hard to believe that
these are the only two accidents that have
happened since May. At present I am looking into a system which will hopefully make t he task
of accident report ing much more simple .
But

SAfeTY Til:

Whether or not the safet y officer's advice was
fair and justified is largely academic in such
cases, as the message never had a chance to sink
What has actually
in, or even get across.
happened is that the natura l pilot to pilot
rapport has been destroyed, and not only will the
pilot be hostile to that safety officer, but to
safety officers in general.
In creating the post of safety officer, our fellow
members have placed their trust in us. In giving
us an impressive array of powers, they have
given substance to that gesture.
It would be
wise to remember that our fellow pilots, In giving us a "big stick" did not go as far as inviting
us to hit them over the head with it.

, YOU f\

&f

CL/])Ef< SHoLJll)

fil/l..l-/oi<.fHt"
V!1bA
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until it is developed, I would appre ciate it if yo u
would send re ports of any accidents to your
State Safe ty Director, so that he can send a
copy to me. The information we may gain from
your accident will help to prevent the same thing
happening to others.
As I said earlier, I have received two accident
reports, both from Newcastle, and I would like
to thank the two pilots involved for sending in
their reports so promptly.
The first accident occurred when the pilot
attempted a top landing at Merewether. According to his account, the pilot attempted to land
close to the e dge of the hill and, although he
touched down normally, he was quickly turned
downwind and impacted heavily.
As Merewether is the pilot's local site, it would
appear that a bit of over-confidence has again
contribute d to an easily avoidable accident involving an e xperie nced pilot.
The second accident. is not quite as routine, and
raises a few questions for pilots who enjoy tandem flight. According to the pilot's account, it
occurred at the end of an otherwise uneventful
tandem flight near Gulgong. The wind was light,
making it necessary to set up a landing after a
few passes of the hill.
Recognising that there
was no wind at ground level, the pilot elected to
land on an upslope.
The passenger was wellbehaved throughout and caused the pilot no added
difficulty. Due to the increased speed caused by
the extra weight a strong flare was needed,
reSUlting in a tailslide of a few feet onto the
ground.
After a stand-up touch down, the pilot
felt that he may have twisted his ankle. He bent
over to check it and found that he had, in fact,
broken his leg.
As I said, not exactly a routine accident. From
the pilot's account, it seems that the surface of
the landing paddock was rather uneven, and this
may have put an unusual load on the lower leg.
Normally one might expect a sprained ankle from
such an incident, but in this case it seems that
the added weight of the passenger could cause
the drop onto the ground to be more savage than
usual.
I don't think that there's terribly much we can
learn from this aCCident, other than as a
reminder - to be extra careful when flying tandem.
Doubling a glider's wing loading can have
some unexpected and at times drastic effect on
its flight characteristics. Because of this, I personally prefer to leave tandem flying to perfect
days.
Since writing this report, I have received another
accident report, this time from Queensland. The
accident occurred at Rosin's Lookout, near Beechmont, and although the report is a little hard to
follow, it seems that the pilot attempted
a
downwind landing on the face of the hill in a
strong lift. The pilot's intention was apparently
to retri e ve the car from the top of the hill so
that he could pic k up the othe r pilots at the bottom.
SKYSAILOR Page 6
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I think it's perfectly obvious what went wrong
here.
Such landings are sometimes attempted
in light coastal conditions to save a walk. The
only other time you would consider attempting
such a feat would be in an emergency.
To
attempt it on an inland site in what would seem
to have been a fairly hefty wind, is pushing
things a bit far. It is often tempting, on seeing
such stunts performed by experienced pilots at
ideal sites such as Stanwell, to try them out
yourself.
After all, if they do it, it must be
safe.
Think again, many of these pilots have
been doing these landing at those sites for years.
It takes a long time to get it right and unless
you can spare the time to maintain your proficiency through constant practice, finally judged
manoeuvres such as upslope, downwind landings
will always be a risk.
That's all for now.
Christophe.

Please don't crash.

Notice
TO ADVERTISERS
As from the October issue of SKYSAILOR, new
advertising rates will apply.
These are as
follows Full Page
Back Cover
Half Page
Quarter Page

$95.00 (one colour free)
$150.00 (one colour free)
$50.00
$25.00

Any additional colours will be $25.00 each.
Market Place will be $5.00 for non-members.
Dealers are also reminded that a limit of two (2)
ads in market place each applies forthwith.

ACCIDENT REPORT

STRESS LEVELS IN A
HANG GLIDER AIR FRAME

Date:

14 june, 1986.

Pilot:

33849
Dobson)

EXl2erlence:

P.R.2 - 9 months,
35 hours.

Site:

Wink! Pop
Beach).

Glider:

Moyes GTR 162

Condi tions:

E.N.E. 20-25 knts.

Damage to
Glider:

Two broken downtubes.

Injuries:

Broken
humerus
arm).

Descril2tion
of Events:

Had been soaring
for one hour, decided
top
to
land,
my
set
approach up and
flew
too
far
back from takeoff where a severe wind gradient
existed
for
the
strong conditions.
Did
not
have
enough
airspeed
as I made my
vertical
descent.
I
stalled
at
twenty feet.

Comments:

(Russell

Take heart fellow fliers, the
Bureaucratic system has finally
coughed up approval for the
University
of
Newcastle
Research
Associates
(TUNRA)
to transmit digital Information
from an airborne craft (Hang
Glider) to a ground based recording station.

(Bells

left
(upper

failed to read
the terr ai n su ff _ ~iIi!~;;;:!IeIIir:---'
iciently.
AIRSPEED
that's
what
counts!!

Thank you to Evan jones and the
Hughes family.

-

There are some restrictions on
the
permit
granted by the
Department of Communications,
but these will not cause any
major
problems.
The permit
allows us to transmit on a
frequency of 471.425 MHz at a
power level of one (1) watt.
Since all the transml tted data
will be line-of-sight, the power
restriction of 1 w. should not
be a problem.
The work at hand now involves
dismantling my GTR 162 and fixing sixteen (16) strain gauges to
the critical stress points in the
air frame.
These will then be
wired back to the "black box"
transmitter.
All up, the additional weight on
the glider will be less than 10
kg.
At this stage I expect the inflight tests to be completed
some time before the end of
October, 1986.
Hopefully
publication
of
the
results will appear In the November or December issue of
SKYSAILOR.
R. McWhinney,
27 june, 1986.

SILENT ASCENT

Whole air rising
Caressing and Inviting
Washing over me In
Waves of ecstacy as I rise.
The wind in my ears Is as
Music to my soul,
As the earth recedes in a
Haze of quiet joy.
Geoff
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NATIONAL LADDER UPDATE
It has been some time since the National Ladder
has been updated. Below are the top thirty placings.
These places include the competition
results up to and including the 1986 Victorian
State Titles.

The Cross Country League is being conducted in
a similar fashion to last year's competition. The
competition is open to all pilots and runs from
the 1st. July, 1986 to 30th. June, 1987.

MOYES

The aim of the League is to encourage cross
country flights that qualify for World records.

MERSHAM Neil

pts.

Meet

pts •

Meet

pts.

Meet

FLENl'.TE Phill
Ian
DANIEL Alan
DUNCAN Russell

445.0
421.1
426.6
408.3
396.8
390.1
433.1
358.5
378.1
363.3

Nat86
Buff86
Nat86
Nat86
Nat85
Nat86
Nat85
Buff85
Flat86
NSW84

414.9
378.9
403.7
392.9
369.2
361.0
301.0
352.1
300.1
318.0

Nat85
NSW84
Buff86
NSW85
Buff86
Nat85
Buff86
Buff86
Nat86
Buff86

386.4
378.8
345.2
313.5
343.5
286.4
283.5
282.0
298.5
286.6

Buff86
Nat85
NSW85
Buff85
Buff85
NSW84
Buff85
NSW85
Buff85
Nat84

1246.3
1178.8
1175.5
1114.7
1109.5
1037.5
1017.6
992.6
976.7
967.9

The competition is in two divisions :- one for all
Prizes will be
pilots and one for the ladies.
presented to the winners in each division.

GIIMJUR Stephen
NEWLAND Mark
BRADEN Carl
MEI\NEY Derrront
FIMERI Gary
MARTIN Ricky
DANIEL Bruce
BEER Bernie
HUBBARD Guy
ROl'IMAN Don

377.0
353.9
346.6
335.0
317.9
371.9
325.6
284.2
362.3
274.3

NSW85
Nat86
Flat86
Buff86
Nat86
Nat86
Nat85
Buff86
Flat86
Vic85

299.4
300.1
268.9
308.1
291.5
240.9
268.6
253.6
218.5
265.9

Nat84
Flat86
Flat85
Nat85
Vic86
NSW84
Buff85
Buff85
NSW83
Vic86

290.7
251.8
266.3
234.5
263.0
238.7
255.2
239.2
195.7
233.9

Nat85
Vic85
NSW85
XCL85
Vic85
Buff85
Buff84
Nat85
NSW84
Buff86

967.1
905.8
881.8
877.6
872.4
851.5
849.4
777.0
776.5
774.1

Club teams are also eligible to compete for the
BILL POOLE trophy.

WHITE

ClMMINGS D.
Rod
BEAVIS Alan
MACOONALD C.
SMI'IH Kelvin
CHATFIELD Ray

331.0
329.4
278.7
301. 7
305.8
240.7
313.6
256.3
240.6
317.2

Flat86
NSW85
Vic86
NSW84
NSW83
XCL84
NSW85
Nat85
Vic85
Vic86

221.7
218.2
247.0
245.7
185.8
223.2
194.1
209.3
202.3
267.3

Flat85
Buff84
Nat86
XCL85
Nat84
Nat84
Nat86
Flat86
Vic86
Buff86

212.2
208.9
207.2
169.5
145.3
170.9
121.1
154.0
176.6

XCL85
Buff85
Vic85
Buff84
Buff84
Nat85
Buff84
XCL84
SA84

764.9
756 . 5
732.9
716.9
636.9
634.8
628.8
619.6
619.5
584.5

Stephen
DUNCAN Ricky

S<XlTI' Danny

BLENKINSOP S.

Scoring flights shall be Open Distance, Nominated
Goal, Out and Return, and Triangle tasks. Only
flights within Australia are eligible.
The longest flight in each category will score
1,000 points. All other completed flights in each
category will be scored on a pro-rata basis. Uncomplete flights can also be scored, provided
pilots have rounded at least one turn point.
Each pilot's score will be the total of his best
five flights, with a maximum of three scoring
flights in any category.

Flight Detail Forms must be forwarded to the
Competition Organiser within one month of the
day the flight was made. This rule will be strictly enforced and failure to send details within this
time
period will cause the
flight
to be
disallowed. This is necessary to allow pilots to
plan flights necessary, to improve their position,
before the flying season is over.
Entry fees for the competition are five dollars
for standard entry and ten dollars for special
entry. Pilots who pay the special entry fee will
receive a regular update of the league results
and personal verification of any flights submitted.
The updates will allow pilots to monitor their
position without having to wait for SKYSAILOR.
They will be mailed around the 10th. of each
month.
Entries can be forwarded to :-

x.C. League,
Paul Mollison,
8 Brown Street,
Adamstown. N.S.W. 2289
A complete set of rules, flight detail forms and
other information will be sent to entrants on
receipt of their entry fee.
SKYSAILOR Page 8

COOPER DrE!'W

J71RMlIN

ARMSTRCNG T.

o:::JRlXN Dave

K1IMBAS George
BARIX.N Tim

Total

The ladder will be further updated once the 1985/6
XC League results are available.
The points that the winner of each competition receives is shown in the second table.
Note that
the
1985
Under the
for points
ing to the

the list does not include results from
South Australian State Competition.
existing rules this meet was ineligible
as less than 16 pilots competed. (Accordofficial reSUlts).

The H.G.F.A. Competition Advisory Committee is
currently reviewing the rules that govern the National Ladder. A set of revised rules will apply for
competitions from the end of June 1986.

The new rules will aim to simplify the determination and allocation of ladder points.
The points
that pilots have accrued to date will be at the end
of each competition season. Pilot rankings will remain the same throughout the following season. . It
is intended to maintain the ladder for all pilots
who have competed in any eligible competition.
The ladder will be published for the top 100 pilots
and will be used to determine pilot seeding where
required for competition entry requirements. The
ladder will still remain as a guide for the selection of Australian National Teams for International
Competitions. Full details of the new rules will be
published in SKYSAILOR as soon as they are finalised.

Meet

COMPETITION DETAILS
Pts.
Mult.
Yr. Abrv.
--

NSW State
Buffalo Classic
Nationals
Vic State
Sth. Aust. State
XC League
NSW State
Buffalo Classic
Flatlands
Nationals
Vic State
XC League
NSW State
Buffalo Classic
Flatlands
Nationals
Vic. I State

1983 NSW83
1984 9uff84
1984 Nat84
1984 Vic84
1984 SA84
1984 XCL84
1984 NSW84
1985 Buff85
1985 Flat85
1985 Nat85
1985 Vic85
1985 XCL85
1985 NSW85
1986 Buff86
1986 Flat86
1986 Nat86
1986 Vic8/)

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

305.8
305.3
312.3
175.7
192.1
240.7
378.9
373.5
281.0
433.1
274.3
279.2
392.9
421.1
378.1
445.0
317.2

GHOST GLIDERS
IN THE SKY *
To be sung to
"Ghost Riders in the Sky"
By Avril Craighead
The sink was strong, the wind was wrong
I'd made a bad mistake
My run was long, the thermal's gone
A crash might be my fate
I saw a pilot soaring by with lift enough to fly
Hang gliding in the sky.
My air speeds on, the ground has gone
A tree is in my way
The bar goes out, a mighty shout
And trees are cleared - "Hurray",
I pull in fast and shift my weight and turn into
clear air,
Hang gliding with no fear.
I'm flying straight, now figure eights
And rising all the time I took off late, but there's no gate
No starting point or line,
I'm crabbing left, I'm crabbing right, my stall
turns are just fine Hang gliding is sublime.

~I

Paul Mollison,
Convenor,
H.G.F.A Competition Advisory Committee

My sweat is dry, I'm soaring high
The wind is in my face
An eagle's nigh, he passes by
With him I cannot race I follow him through turbulence, through lift and
sink and spin,
Hang gliders cannot win.
The sun is red, the air is dead
The wind has turned around,
My height is shed, all pilots' fled,
The landing field I've found
I pull in hard and dive her down, my wings don't
make a sound,
Hang glider's on the ground.
The tourists see, they laugh at me,
They think I'm crazy mad
But I've been free, they'll never be
It sometimes mades me sad For I can soar above their world and touch the
clouds on high Hang gliding in the sky.
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
UPDAT.E
Negotiations are currently being held with our
sponsor with a view to offering substantial prize
money for the "Masters". More on this in the
near future.

By Martyn Yeomans - President
This is the first of what will become
"newsletters", updating hang glider pilots
the world on the latest developments
organisation of the 1988 World Hang
Championship.

regular
around
in the
Gliding

Mt.
Buffalo area
Victoria, Australia.

*

From January
13th., 1988.

22nd.,

January 24th., 1987 to February 7th., 1987.
Entry fee will be U.S. $100.00.
have to be restricted to six (6)
Send initial applications to:-

First, a reminder of the location and dates:

*

The venues are the same as for the 1988 Championship - i.e. Mt. Buffalo area, based at Bright.
The dates:-

(based

at

Bright),

1988

to

February

Entries may
per country.

H.G.F.A.,
Suite 508,
157-161 Gloucester Street,
Sydney. N.S. W. 2000
Australia.

Sponsorship Deal:
The big news is that we have negotiated a sponsorship arrangement with one of Australia's major
brewing (beer) companies, for A$150,000.
This
will lift the total income, including entry fees
and Government ' grants, to about A$250,000
(approx. U.S. $200,000).
Australia's Bi-Centennial:
1988 marks the 200th. anniversary of European
(British)
settlement
in Australia.
Naturally,
many events and celebrations are planned throughout the year to commemorate our Bi-Centenary.
One such event will be the 1988 World Hang
Gliding Championship. An announcement will be
made on June 20th., 1986 officially "endorsing"
the World Meet as a "Bi-Centennial Event".
Apart from securing funding of up to $25,000, BiCentennial endorsement will ensure we gain maximum media exposure and public recognition,
enables us (and our sponsor) to use the official
Bi-Centennial logo, and gives us access to assistance from other Government agencies such as
the Army.
1987

Mt.

Buffalo

World Masters
Competition

Hang

Gliding

As previously notified, the old "Cross Country
Classic" and the Australian Nationals will be combined into one big competition in 1987, which
will also serve as a trial for the World Meet.
The field will be about 120, with 60 Australian
pilots and 60 places available for overseas'
pilots.
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1987 Mt. Buffalo World Masters
$10,000 Prize Money!!!
The Bond Corporation, manufacturers of "SWAN"
PREMIUM
LAGER,
have
agree
to
provide
$A25,000 sponsorship for the "Masters" - $10,000
of which (about $U.S.7,000), will be prize money.
' Since the "Masters" will be run in the same format as the World Championship, the field will be
cut to 48 after about 6 rounds. A separate minicompo will then be held for those who didn't
make the cut, with prize money of $1,000.00.
Meet The Meet Head:
Craig Worth, Meet Director for the 1985 New
South Wales' Titles and the 1986 Australian
Nationals, will be running the 1987 Masters.
Craig is 37 and has been involved in hang gliding
for 8 years.
He will be ably assisted by
scorer, Paul Mollison. Paul has put his computer
and talents to work in many previous competitions and also played a major role in developing
the "Local Rules" which will be used for both
the "Masters" and the World Meet. Both Craig
and Paul are likely candidates for the same positions in the World Championship organisation.

World Championship Organisation:
1:he legendary Bill Moyes has agreed to take on
the position of "Organiser" for the 1988 World
Hang Gliding Championship. To say that Bill has
had many years involvement with hang gliding . is
an understatement; as we all know, he virtually
founded the sport!
His expertise and resources
will be directed to all the "lead-up" work
required to make the Meet a big success.
Already Bill's stature and extensive network of
contacts has resulted in a major sponsor being
secured - the Bond Corporation. . As mentioned
above the sponsorship by "SWAN" PREMIUM
LAGER has been expanded to include the 1987
"Masters".

The Chief Co-ordinator,
Australian Hang Glider Certification
Committee,
P.O. Box 318,
CARDIFF. N.S. W. 2285
Progress reports such as this and copies of the
Committee's meeting minutes will be published
in SKYSAILOR to keep everyone informed about
progress with the Glider Certification Standard.
R. McWhinney,
Chief Co-ordinator,
20/6/86.

PLEASE NOTE:
Closing date for application to enter
the "Masters" is October 31, 1986.
Committee Meeting No.1

AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDER

Date:

Monday, 16th. June, 1986.

Time:

8.00 p.m.

Location:

Mattara Hotel,
Charlestown. N.S.W. 2290

CERTIFICATION STANDARD
1. The inaugural meeting of the Australian Hang

Progress Report No.1
For the past few years Australia has lagged behind many other countries in the establishment
of a Hang Glider Certification Standard which
would set basic requirements for the aerodynamic
stabili ty and structural integrity of Hang Gliders.

Glider Certification Committee was held at
the date, time and location mentioned above.
Those present at the meeting elected the following Committee members:
Chief Co-ordinator and
Treasurer:
Richard McWhinney

The
Hang
Gliding
Federation
of
Australia
(H.G.F.A.) has now agreed that work should commence on the establishment of an Australian
Standard which will be acceptable to countries
worldwide,
including
Germany,
England
and
America.

Committee Members:
Rick Duncan
Mark Mitsos
* Steve Moyes
* H.G.F.A. Secretary

To achieve this goal the H.G.F.A. has approved
the establishment of a Committee which is to
undertake this tasl<.. The Committee is made up
of a representative from each major Hang Glider
manufacturer
in Australia and
a
technical
representative from the University of Newcastle
N.S.W.
The Committee held its inaugural
meeting on Monday, 16th. June, 1986 and a copy
of the minutes from this meeting are published
elsewhere in SKYSAILOR.

*

The immediate aim of the committee is to establish a draft copy of . the proposed "Australian
Hang Glider Certification Standard" which will be
published in SKYSAILOR for a public review and
comment.
Anyone wishing to comment on the
proposed Standard should forward a written submission to:

(University of
Newcastle)

(Airborne Windsports)
(Enterprise Wings)
(Moyes Delta Gliders)
(H.G.F.A. Representative)

(Elected in absentia)

2. The committee addressed the following matters and resolved (a)

To prepare draft guidelines covering
Administrative Procedures for . conducting
Australian
Hang
Glider
Certification
Tests.

(b)

To prepare draft guidelines covering
Technical Details of the proposed Australian Hang Glider Certification Tests.

The proposed Australian tests should be sufficiently comprehensive to be accepted worldwide, particularly by America, England and
Germany.
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3. Construction of a suitable test rig to carry
out the Glider Certification Tests was discussed. It was resolved that a letter should be
forwarded
to both
English
and
Germ an
sources, with a request for details/advice
regarding
instrumentation
and
structural
details of existing rigs which are currently in
use in those countries.
Rick and Russel Duncan advised of their forthcoming trip to American in ]une/july 1986.
They agreed to obtain as much informa!:ion as
possible regarding the American Glider Test
Rig.
4. It was resolved that a letter should be forwarded to the ' H.G.F.A. requesting that funds
be made available to the Committee for construction of the Glider Test Rig.

\

It was further resolved that Messrs. R.
McWhinney and R. Duncan would be cosignatories to the financial account for the
development of the Test Rig.
5. Distribution
will be :-

of

minutes

from

each

meeting

One (1) copy to each committee member,
One (1) copy to SKYSAILOR Editor for publication.

'I"'Jere: Pd4--ts c.ce ..... h"l
~ ",+
t1.u.,',.. s<-,I.

6. It was agreed that any individual or organisation wishing to make comments or recommendations pertaining to the development of
the proposed Standard should forward a
written submi:;;sion to :The Chief Co-ordinator,
Australian Hang Glider Certification
Committee,
P.O. Box 318,
CARDIFF. N.S.W. 2285
Alternatively, anyone of the Committee members may be contacted directly.
Being no further business the meeting closed at
9.45 p.m.
Next meeting -

D.T.L.

to be advised.

R. McWhinney,
Chief Co-ordinator,
17/6/86.

,,... .hone5U.y God /

I prbmioc \'11 ao a h~'B

-cheCK next tlmel
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Airwave Gliders
Safety Announcement

NE.WS

Attention all owners of Magic IV's built between
17th. October, 1985 and 28th. April 1986.
As a result of a supplier error some Magic IV's
built between the above dates may have steel
instead of stainless steel split-pins. These split
split-pins are fitted at the nose catch, cross tube
catch and cross tube adjuster plate. Please can
you check the split-pins on your glider as the
steel split-pins will rust and shorten the life of
the component.
If you are in any doubt when checking the split

split-pins use a small magnet; if the split pin is
magnetic it is steel and must be changed immediately.
Replacement stainless steel split split-pins are
available free of charge from all authorised Airwave dealers.
Contact

WIlliam
White at
(02)
for futher information.

665

7314

ACCIDENT REPORT - 14/6/86
Pilot:

P.R.5
Experience 10 years.

Site:

Rosins' Lookout, Mt. Beechmont.

Glider:

Meteor 190
Nil damage

Conditions:

12-15 knots, E.S.E. strong lift.

Description
of Events:

Pilot had beeri flying for approximately
1
1/2
hours
and .
watched one of his sons go
cross country. Pilot decided to
face land and go for the pickup.
A small bush somersaulted
the glider and pilot's nose hit
the leading edge.

Pilot
TriIUries:

Broken nose
treatment.

Pilot
cmnments:

It was dumb to attempt an "on

requiring

hospital

the face" landing in such strong
conditions.

GUNALDA, QUEENSLAND - CLOSED
Hang gliding is now prohibited at Gunalda.
Gates were left open and cattle escaped, at
take-off and also at the landing area. There is
a chance locals may get permission to fly if you
see the owner (Pat Shailer) at his home, and
make individual arrangements with him.
Ted McCord.

Perhaps many of you wi 11 have heard al ready
about the change in ownershi p at Enterpri se
Wings.
Three of the previ ous directors of the
company have left, Alan Tolley to stCidy
at Wollongong
University,
William White
to pursue a job in computing and Stephen
Powter who has simply relinquished his
financial interest.
Mark Mitsos, the design force behind the
Foil and the soen to be released Aero
will remain in his role in the innovation
and production side of the business. he
has been joi ned by new di rector Bryan
Hayhow who wi 11 have responsi bil ity for
the administration and promotional aspects
of the company. It is antici pated that
the streamlining of the ownership will
result in a much more efficient service
both at the retail and dealer levels.
Currently the factory is undergoing major
renovation with the addition of a rew
sailmaking floor to allow us to use the
present one for the manufacture of harnesses
and related accessories. The summer should
see us · with a well stocked retai 1 area
in which we will carry instrumentation,
harnesses,
helmets,
books magazines and
many other items of re 1evant equi pment.
We would welcome enquiries as we are engaged
at
present
establishing
suppliers
and
your needs are of great interest to us.
We have planned also an ongoi ng seri es
of demonstration and tuition classes for
which we would also welcome enquiries.
These are a flexible arrangement which
can span from a glider test flying day
tow
instruction
through
combined
with
to more informal lectures on glider design
and timing at the club level. Obviously
our ability to set these classes up will
depend upon both time and geographical
constraints but we will
entertain
all
the possibilities.
We are
you all
summer.

looking forward to hearing from
and meet i ng you dur; ng the comi ng

NAT' DNAL COACH'NG REPORT
By Ian Jarman
National Coaching Co-ordinator
Instructor Appointments:
Current trends in all sport and especially aviation
sport place great importance on having skillful,
trained and association approved instructors ...
but I guess instructors are the same as the rest
of us and although we approach such positions
with sincere initial intentions, our energies tend
to soon fade and as a result MOST instructors in
the country run the very likely risk of allowing
their appointment/approved status to lapse.
The H.G.F.A. required the maintenance of a few
basic qualifications, but of the 81 names on our
1985 list only 16 ... yes, sixteen ... have at the
time of writing been able to present complete
documentation in support of continued appointment. Allowing for those that intend to no longer instruct, there appears to be a great number
willing to run the risk of operating without this
H.G.F.A. approval and hence without D.O.A.
approval.
Apart from the greater risk in cases of litigatIon, the most serious problem is for the beginner
pilot/student who has no idea of the ability of unapproved instructors.... the loss of confidence and
respect for the title instructor would no doubt
follow... end of system, drop in flying standards,
increase in accidents, decline in public image,
greater government regulation.... over simplified
perhaps, but that is the ultimate path this trend
will lead our sport.
IS YOUR CURRENT
. LISTED 8ELOW??????

OR

PAST

INSTRUCTOR

If not, the reasons could include a lack of First
Aid qualifications, has no record of your or other
students' progress and therefore can't show a
safe and successful teaching history, or maybe
has failed to submit own flying log.... does your
instructor still fly?..... trying to improve his/her
skills and extend experience beyond the mediocre
.... Most likely you were more than happy with
the Instruction you received, but without prior
proof of instructing ability you, the student, will
only find out after the fact... why risk your
safetyfinding out? The instructors here have submitted all requirements and are fully qualified to
instruct as approved H.G.F.A. instructors.
CHRIS BRANDON
DENNIS CUMMINGS
WES HILL
LARRY JONES
TED McALLAN
FORREST PARK
PAUL SARBUTT
JOHN WALMSLF:Y
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FRED BROOKS
ROSS DUNCAN
IAN JARMAN
GLEN KRAEMER
PHIL NOEL
HAYDN REDFERN
MARIE TUCKER
SCOTT TUCKER

From time to time PROVISIONAL APPOINTMENT
is given to experienced pilots based on previous
teaching experience and under the condition that
all misSing requirements are completed by the
appointment expiry date.
At present Dermott
Meaney, Brett Freebody and Bruce Barcham are
operating in this capacity and ALL other Instructor-, will lose their appointments by the end of
this year unless they submit all documentation.
Training Video:
We have scripted a training video but due to
excessive production quotes it has failed to progress. I am keen to hear from anyone that may
have contacts in this area so that that this project can be completed before summer.
Phone
Ian (048) 78 9274.
National Coaching Committee:
To improve the output and input of this important area of hang gliding, the setting up of a
regionally represented committee is underway.
This should give members greater access to and
say, In the development of, our training programmes.
So far SA/WA have nominated Phil
Flentje as their Rep. and I am awaiting notification of the other members from the remaining
state-regions. This is a high workload, thankless
position, requiring syllabus design and technical
research as well as regional liaison and instructor
training organisation.
Appropriate qualifications
at tertiary levels will be of great advantage.
Short Term Membership Questionnaire:
All new and short term members will be receiving this . survey sheet with the Information gathered helping us determine the relevance of current
programmes and giving us direction for Improvement.
Late last year Gazette la Mouette sur. veyed HG schools In the Northern Hemisphere
and the findings are extremely interesting and
correlate with what appears to be happening here.
was discovered that a growth period began
about 83/84, except for in the U.S.A. where fear
of litigation has retarded participation by a further 20%.

It

Other observations included :
Major problems for schools included ... finding
qualified instructors, keeping site owners happy,
finding a location where beginner slopes, intermediate and higher sites are within a reasonable
distance, the weather, rivalry/jealousy between
schools, liability, rising equipment costs, over enrolments in peak season.

It was found that smaller school/class size (4 8 max.) created greater continuation rates (up to
85%) with the opposite effect for larger classes.
In many schools the general level of training
available is much improved with better equipment
and teaching methods being used.
However, in
many cases
more ANIMA TION than actual
instruction is tending to disallusion many potential new pilots.
Teaching has also been handicapped by trying to aproximate HG to other
sports instead of aviation.
Committment to instruction was lacking
instructors prefer to be flying than teaching.

as

Sounds all too familiar, doesn't it?
To conclude I would like to encourage all pilots
to get out on non-flyable days and hunt up new
sites... slopes for all levels P.R.O - P.R.4 ....
advanced pilots don't overlook the great training
slopes you may have noticed..... get permission
and access for new pilots, you will be surprised
at how many new pilots know of a big hill or airstrip on their relatives' properties.
We need
more sites.... -this is a great big country and all
it takes is a bit of your time and petro!.

lifinb 1!}ober
By Wayne Rayner
You sit there majestic, powerful, content
Wings of thunder and spurs sharp - bent,
Mustard eyes contemplating, considering fury spent
Call me from the gauntlet, as your mutes ferment
I will extract your jesses and hack you back,
To hunt alone the unfamiliar track.
Your distaste of the hood will be my revenge,
For disgust and distrust, come lately you send.
This half - light mews will empty again,
The absence of fresh kidney jolt the shame.
There is no lure out there, no leathered fist, nor
bell,
But a host of ever alert game, they will fly you
to hell.

Hel en Ro s s accel erates he r C'l' into the s ir
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Hang gliding has been the best
sport in the world for many
years. It's just got a whole lot
better.
My Introduction to Aero-Towing
over the June long-weekend at
Kev. McGuin's place has been
a huge source of inspiration not that I ever really get bored
with "conventional" hang gliding.
My Initial reaction to trikes
(motorlsed hang gliders
not
ultralights), was one of disinterest and even distrust.
You'd
never get me up In one of
those noisy things!
But all has changed.
Under the expert design and direction of Airborne Windsports,
namely Shane, Rick and Russel
Duncan, as well as Chris Brandon and Co. Trikes and Trike-

Towing are set to form an Integral part of hang gliding. This
will occur not only in the training of novice pilots, but In the
running of both distance, task
and aerobatic competitions.

Eu t enough hype.
Being towed behind a trike is
a lot of fun. I haven't had so
much fun since grandma's cat
exploded.
Apart from the actual flying,
just being at McGuin's farm at
Gresford during the June long
weekend is an experience.

Me Guinn' s f a rm (a bov e ) i s a t t he base
of Mt Raz orb a ck (to p )
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An orgy of fireworks for three
successive
nights,
and
four
straight days of excessive partying killed what few braincells
I had when I arrived. I probably
got what I deserved for gOing
flying with Chris South all the
time. I also learned that Rick
Duncan is as good a fire walker
as he is a hang glider pilot,
which is really saying something.
Thanks go to Johnnie
and his bikie mates for providing
additional
entertainment.
We really had a whole menagerie of animals present that night.

Hang glider pilots seem to have
a passion for things that burn
or explode (preferably both
simultaneously).
Needless
to
say it
was
a
pyrotechnical
extravaganza.
Back to the flying though. It's
quite full on.
You need a
P.R.4
and
a
lot
of guts.
Compared with car towing
well, It doesn't compare at all
really
they are two totally
different hang gliding experiences.
With car towing you need an airstrip, a car with an observer,
and a great deal of rope, bridle
equipment, etc.
A fast turnaround requires substantial teamwork.
To get a decent flight
it needs to be active.
I
don't mean to put car towing
down, as when all these factors
line up you have a brilliant day.
Trike towing is somewhat different.
Body signals replace the
radio.
Any reasonable paddock
will do. With several tugs and
tow lines the turn-around time
is phenomenal.
There are several requirements,
not quite essential, but they
make things a lot easier:

*

A
high
performance kite
with a V.B. as the speed of
tow is about 30 m.p.h.

*

A pod harness as you must
go
prone
immediately on
take-off.

*

A healthy dose of optimism
also helps.

Above : The hang glider pilot is off the
ground before the trike, which is why you
pull the bar right in •

This type of hang gliding has to
be seen to be believed. A trike
blasts off the ground in less
space than it takes to cover a
tennis court.
The hang glider
pilot (about 200 yards behind),
is
literally
yanked
off
the
ground as the tow line is from
the shoulder pads of the harness.
There are two releases
and two weaklinks. There is a
safety release tied to the base
bar
which automatically disconnects If the pilot noses In on
take-off.
Thanks go to Harr y
who proved tha t it a lso works
if you hook t he tow rope around
power lines.
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Taking a dive at the basebar,
pulling it to your knees (literally) and travelling fast close to
the ground with the V.8. 3/4 on
is definately one for the trendsetters.
But then, that's what
hang gllding is all about, isn't
it?

Kev won dering wha t
to burn next.
Ever since my early days of flying the times I enjoyed the
most were weekend or weeklong trips away with experienced pilot to go flying.

A word of warning This
the
this
rave,
ual.

The experience of learning to
fly from pilots such as the Duncans is an invaluable lesson Australlan hang gliding is such
that pilots at the top are easily
accessible and eager to share
and teach from their vast pool
of knowledge.

type of flying is still in
developmental stage and
article is meant to be a
not an instructional man-

Anyone at all interested in
trikes or trike-towing should contact
Airborne Windsports.
If
you're not interested then why
have you read this much?

Ru sse l Dunc a n
ha vin g a wang.

It really is quite incredible to
. be towed to three thousand feet
above a mountain in a matter
of minutes, release, and spend
the next 20 minutes or so drifting around to land back beside
Kev's
farmhouse
for another
ride back into the sky. It's a
hell of a way to kill time
before breakfast!

Flight is a realized dream to
hang glider pilots and it forms
a special bond between them.
could rave on and on, well
suppose I have, but people read
SKYSAILOR for the pictures,
so I'll finish up.

Trike towing starts at dawn,
ends at dusk and is a lot of fun
even when it isn't active at all.
When the day starts to cook
you seldom get above 900 ft.
before the trike in front rises
rapidly and you relase into a
lovely thermal.
Trikes don't
have to tow in a straight line
down a strip, and so cover a lot
of ground.
It's easy to find
lift, and the trike gives good
warning of impending bubbles.
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There
are very
few sports
where this happens.
I think it
is something of the love and fascination of flight that breaks
down any existing barriers of
communication.

Peter enlis t s s om e s l a ve
l a bour i n hi s has t e
to set up .

Thanks to Kev. and Michelle for
putting up, not only with me,
but all the other' hordes from
Newcastle,
the
Mid
North
Coast and a whole gaggle of
hang-hoollgans far too numerous to llst here.

The thrill for me in hang gliding is that there is always so
much more to learn.

It appears that the long weekend at McGuins' has become a
Mecca and I'll certainly return
next year.

~
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Dear Geoff,
Putting pen to pape r is a rare
eve nt for me, in fact I'm pleasantly surprised t :1at I re me mber
how to write at all.
The last tim e
succumbed to
pressure and contributed to SKYSAILOR was some 8 or so years'
ago, when I wrote so me poetry
which I am about to re pea t.
FLYING
soaring
or
thermal cor ing
To heights amazing to see,
Are an irresistable magnet for me
A limitless e nergy flows through
.
wing and I
And freedom exists at one with
nature.
Feelings

whilst

To continue to see that I remain
to be
Part of a world in a world,
Will unquestionably be
A satisfaction guarantee,
As there is no limit to what
feel,
When I start to climb, dive or
wheel.
What I'm trying to do in this
letter is to, as articulately as
try
to
promote
possible,
constructive debate on certain
matters of H.G.F.A. policy.
Firstly, the basis for my argument stems from a period of association with flying dating back
to January, 1976. When I first
learnt to fly hang gliders no one
wore helmets, gliders had about
the same length keel as leading
edges and if you wanted ' to fl y
prone you made yourself a harness out of 8 m m. ski rope and
a leather and foam belly pad.
A couple of years after falling
in love with hang gliders I discovered powe red air-craft a nd
managed to obtain a commerc ial
pilot's licence and exam passes
in
senior
commercial
airline
pilot's
licence
subjects,
a long
with a class one instrum e nt r ating on multi-engined aircraft.
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have done has
no ing what
given me a real appreciat ion for
flying. A deep affection for fl ying th a t no amount of red tape
can take from me .
It doesn't
matt e r what you ca ll your ratings or lice nces.
Nobody, and I
mean nobody, can take away
from you your joy in flight.~
What I'm getting at is that those
who feel intimidated or threatened by progressive change (which
can on ly benefit newcomers to
the sport), are those with heads
so big they have to move their
hang points 2 inches rearwards.
-

._- --- --------------------------,

I believe this is far more valid
than whether the pilot has been
fl ying 10 or 12 years or if he's
rated P.R.8 or whatever.
My
experiences in commercial aviation tell me in very clear terms
that no mater what lice nce you
hold it's the amount of airtime
and its currency that counts
when
it
comes
to
safety.
Theoretical knowledge also plays
a ma jor role.
Now if a pilot wants to rig his
log book then he can, that's his
Like they say, "10
problem.
gallon hat - 2 pint head".
What I would like to see is comment from new pilots to gauge
their opinion to balance the argument.
Purely as an example, consider
the following proposal for a revised rating system.

appears that a few experienced pilots believe a 3 level
system will be to the detriment
of the sport - I want to ask Why?
Is it a genuine concern
for the sport or is it just concern for maint aining their present pi lot rating?

It

I've been fl ying . for ten and a
ha lf years and presently don't
have any rating at all, but I still
en joy flying and learn something
new from most flights.
As I sa id earlier, the people who
will benefit the most from revising the old system will be the
new pilots a nd they are the ones
that must be e ncouraged.
Fair
e nough, I have to a gree that
advancement through the present
5 leve l system is an incentive to
im prove, but at what cost?
I suggest a syste m where hones tly
logged flying hours are used as
the
basis
for
assessing
the
cur re ncy of a pilot and his abilit y t o cope with a cert ain site.

Firstly, I have based this system
on safety as the prime Ingredient.
Advancement to the next
level provides the incentive to
achieve greater things and satisfy
one's ego no matter how big or
small.
The log book is the key : each
pilot logs his or her hours up in
the present way. Each site has
a minimum hours rating
it
could also be varied to suit
changes in weather conditions.
Pilots will log their achievements
in, let's say, cliff launching, maximum height gain, first soaring
flight, XC record, and so on.
This will assist the safety officer
at a site in his judgement of
whether an unfamiliar pilot is
capable of flying a certain site
or not.
The minimum hours site rating,
as 1 envisage, would simply be a
gUide to the new pilot of the degree of difficulty involved with
the site, for example a 50 hour
cliff launch site may be quite
safe for a 30 hour pilot with
experience
in
thermalling and
cliff launching, but a 30 hour

pilot with flights at coastal sites
and no experience in cliff or inland conditions may be asking a
bit much of himself on that day.
Recognising achievements is to
most people very important, I
suggest
that
once
a
pilot
achieves 100 hours flying then he
should be issued with a helmet
sticker saying so. For argument
sake, let's call it P.R.l. A pilot
with 308 hours would be rated
P.R.3 as would a pilot with 391
Pilots with 2,000 hours
hours.
would be P.R.20 etc.
In the early days of flying a
pilot must learn a lot of things
about the air and his glider. To
ensure his knowledge stays relevent to his current level I feel
it is necessary to have at least
4 levels involved before the first
100 hours is logged.
All of
which
require
practical
and
theory testing.
Once achieving
100 hours no further testing is
required.
The four levels could be :A

-

equivalent

We have enough on our plate
keeping the Dept. of Aviation
happy without having to look
after trikes as well.
I haven't flow a trike but I have
flown ultralights, (including gyrocopters), and a great deal of fun
can be had flying these aircraft.
The training potential is great as
is the application to towing, but
the fact still remains; hang gliders don't have motors.

P.S.
You don't really need a
word processor to write garbage
after all.

equivalent

to PR2 in the
present system.

C

-

equivalent

to PR3 in the
present system.

equivalent

Now for my two bob's worth on
trikes.
The
peacefulness
and
serenity of flying a hang glider
puts us in a world far beyond
petrol heads (to use someone
else's pun).
Say "no" to trikes
in the H.G.F.A. and leave towing
to cars and winches.

Yours in flying,
Terry Anderson,

-

-

there you have it.
Feel
to chew my "ideas to pieces
verbally abuse me if you
In fact; you can do anyyou want to do, just as
as you "don't step on my
suede shoes!" (sounds like a
name for a song, huh?)

to PRI in the
present system.

B

0

Well
free
and
wish.
thing
long
blue
good

to PR4 in the
present system.

Lastly, I really enjoyed "Revenge
of the chocolate eaters" in the
June issue.

Dear Geoff,
The efforts of Chris South and
others
to
update
the rating
system have not been helped by
a couple of editorial comments
appearing in the June issue. It
had become obvious even before
the Convention that attempting
to sell a reform of the system
by denigrating the existing one
was having the opposite effect.
Unfortunately,
your
comment,
"Modifying your old system is
like modifying a Tweetie when
you could buy a new glider", is
that
tradition
continuing with
which has created so much opposition. The fact is that the old
system has worked very well, but
of course it needs to be updated
in the light of the changes in
the design of gliders, the experience of professional
teaching
schools, the new A.N.O. and
developments
in
towing.
By
suggesting that the old system is
as useless and as dangerous as a
Tweetie, you are virtually guaranteeing a knee jerk rejection of
any new proposals, no matter
how good they are.
Then on page 25 of the June
issue, we find this comment :
"It is well known in N.S.W. how
stupidly rigid regulations regarding
this site (Stanwell Park) are seriously damaging the prospects of
new pilots in the Sydney area. "
Really? The difficulty with Stanwell Park is not that it is a difficult site, but the fact that

The questions and tasks should be
updated to reflect the needs of
today's pilot and the technological advances in glider design and
performance. Present PR5 questions could be incorporated in
level D.
Any pilot achieving 100 hours before completing levels A, 8, C
and D would have to pass the requirements of the four levels before receiving the first helmet
sticker.
Any visiting overseas pilots would
not have trouble fitting in.
It
would be a simple matter of
checking his log for total air
time and his resum~ of achievements.

Ivhy is this ,(,an f l y i ng a tablec;loth ?
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there are lots of power lines,
houses,
and
more
importantly
people in and around the landing
areas.
The authorities are not
so much concerned about how
much damage we do to ourselves,
but they froth at the mouth
whenever a member of the public
is injured.
And understandably
so. Nearly all the claims on our
insurance
policy
for
personal
injuries have come from Stanwell
Park.
They have cost about
$7,000 a pop.
There are two
more in the pipeline, and one for
damage to the power lines in a
recent accident.
We nearly had
another six claims when a red
streamer pilot narrowly missed
a group of people in the park.

some of them had travelled long
distances in the hope of flying),
and sometimes differing views of
safety officers, whether it was
safe or otherwise for them to
fly.
It was far easier to rule
out any flying on weekends for
red streamer pilots, even though
on some occasions it would have
been safe to have allowed them.
But the reason for imposing such
a rule W<lS not. to restrict pilots
but to ensure that we kept our
accidents with people on the
beach or in the park to a minimum and preferably ml.

If bystanders had been burnt or

electrocuted by the falling power
lines recently, every pilot in
Australia could kiss goodbye to
any possibility of getting third
party insurance in the future or
at the very best having the premiums raised to an unacceptable
level. Do you still say the regulations governing Stanwell
are
stupid and rigid?
[he current system as applied to
Stanwell Park has the advantage
that there is a simple test to
decide if a person ' could fly. If
he had a P.R.3 he could fly. If
he had a sticker on his helmet
you didn't even have to ask him
for his rating card. The practice
is however to speak to all apparent newcomers about the conditions, landing areas, etc. Now we
realised that this sytem was a
bit inflexible, so we introduced
the red streamer system, but
then we were given the considered opinion of the pilot's own
teacher that the pilot was capable of flying in reasonable conditions.
According to your comment, "the
new system allows for an almost
infinite variety of site levels
which can be varied up or down
according to conditions .... " Well,
we used to have such a "flexible"
system at Stanwell Park for red
streamer pilots on weekends. But
what happened was that red
streamer pilots would flock down
on weekends, when the beach
was crowded and the winds light
and would be told that they
could not fly.
This invariably
created
arguments,
(after
all
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Apart from that, flexible standards for sites might be workable
where you have only a few pilots
flying, but are quite unworkable
at a site such as Stanwell Park.
In case safety officers are somewhat worried by our editor's dire
predictions of their being , sued
for doing their best to control a
site, I should point out that all
safety officers are covered by
the H.G.F.A. insurance for anything they do or don't do in
their role as safety officers. I
would think however, that the
chances of being sued under
either a flexible or more rigidsite rating system are slim. But
under
a
flexible system, the
chances are certainly increased.
Yours faithfully,
Kieran Tapsell.

Editor's Note:
One thing that does concern me
about the progress report from
Chris South on the revised rating
system is that an Intermediate
rating - or at least the second
rating - would be somewhere between 2 and 3.
In otherwords,
the basic standard for flying at
Stanwell would be lowered.
So
far as I am concerned that is
not acceptable, and to pitch a
standard between 2 and 3 and
then expect safety officers to
check log books continually is
just not going to work.
Finally, I must take issue with
some rather odd legal advice
given in the editorial comment:
"The new system, ' if you use it
wisely, will allow you to protect
yourself to some extent from
legal ' retribution".
I am afraid
that is nonsense, and the complete opposite of the truth.
If
the new system allows site ratings to be varied up and down
according to conditions, you first
have to ask, who is going to
make that judgement.
You are
then creating a site standard
that depends on the subjective
judgement of presumably safety
officers on the day.
In other
words, it is a waffly standard,
about which there can be argument. That Is a lawyer's paradise, and in my 18 years of litigation experience, it can only
invite more litigation, not less.

As far as my comment on the
Tweetie is concerned, I was not
denigrating the old system, as
Tweeties were safe gliders in
their time.
I was denigrating
the idea of modifying the old
system.
Maybe my analogy was
slightly exaggerated, but I still
hold that the ratings need complete redesigning rather than just
modification.
The old system
has worked well for years, but
I think it has had its day.

Stanwell Park IS over-regulated.
People say it's a site in the public eye, and that our image is in
danger, etc. etc., but I doubt if
it will ever be closed.
There
will always be crashes there and
elsewhere, no matter how rigidly
regulations are enforced.
The
only crashes I have witnessed at
Stanwell
recently
have
been
experienced pilots (the power line
accident you mention was an
experienced pilot).
I'm not saying we should start flinging novices off in gay abandon, but if

Dear Sir,
A request was made in the
April ' edi t ion of SKYSAILOR. for
information about hang gli ding
clubs.
As preside nt of the
"Southern Hang Gliding Club",
I wou ld like to inform you
about thi s great club.
The
"Southern
Hang
Gli ding
Club" consists of approximat ely
150 active members fro m Melbourne and Gee long.
Anyone
who attends a meeting is made
welcome.
Life
membership
costs one dollar and meetings
are held on the first Tuesday of
every month at the "Anchor and Hope" hotel,
481 Chapel Street ,
R ichmond, Me lbourne
in the
"Bugatti Room".
we did allow them a bit more
freedom
I don't
think
there
would be masses of accidents.
Perhaps it's better to let them
fly at a safer, more established
site like Stanwell than forcing
them to fly places like Long
Reef, where there is more risk
of
crashing,
less
chance
of
encountering safety officers and
plenty of spectators eager to be
mown down.
P.S.
The only comment you refer to
that's
mine,
is
the
Tweety
business - the rest are Chris's.

Dear Geoff,
Through these pages I would
like to let H.G.F.A. members
know that the club spirit is
alive and well in Cairns.
During a recent visit to Queensland, members of the Cairns'
Hang Gliding Club made me
feel most welcome.
To "Roadrunner" Dave Evans,
for his transport and introductions, to big Dave for the trust~
ing use of his monstrous MaxI
210, to all those members who
helped me get up the monster,
and to Nev Akers for his cheerful advice on how to fly the
Rex Lookout site, thanks again.
If I ever get good enough, I'll
se e you at Gillies.
Gor don Bret ag (P.R.3)

Dear Editor and Fellow Pilots,
Have you noticed how gliders
can be hard to land, especially
since double surface became the
vogue?
Well, one fresh Portsea day - tide up - square on
- (which means sloping beach,
etc., etc.) and when it's like
that, it's hard to land (gently).
Well there I was, watching the
gulls land, trying to pick the direction, anyway, I be nt my leading edge outer (missile).
Being low on spans and realizing
you can crash only so often, I
went about making a drag?
chute - attached via a rope to
my harness and inside a velcro
bag on front of the harness. I
did mine on the cheap (nylon
cord from Hardware and some
material from shop, Terylene,
if you can get it).
Anyway, it sure does give you
drag - depending on your flying
speed.
If you do decide to make one,

practice at your favourite safe
site - there are some things to
learn, e.g. you will sink fast.
My drag chute dances a little,
but doesn't bother me, on coast
it will swing kite to sea, but
never bothered me.
P.S. Being a
a bad thi ng!

drag isn't always

The club has been active since
1975 and contains both experienced and inexperienced members and friends.
Each month
a highlight of the meeting is
the "Toilet Seat Award", which
is presented to a member "in
the hope that the recipient will
make time to sit down and contemplate the reason why he has
been given the award".
Time is given to a more formal
meeting where
the
V.H.G.A.
Committee can give and receive
Information and general notices
voiced. An opportunity is provided for members to stand up
and advertise flying goods for
sale.
Hang gliding films and
videos are shown and the meeting Is a good chance to borrow
hang gliding books and magazines or try for pilot ratings.
The club Is basically a social
club and we try to keep the
formal part of the meeting to
a minimum. None of the sites
in Victoria are actually governed or controlled by the Southern Hang Gliding Club though
decisions about sites are often
made at the meetings.
My address is :Myles Nott,
Lot 15 Mount Slide Rd.,
KINGLAKE. VIC. 3763
Tel: (057) 86 1448
An a c tive and prominent
ber of the club is :-

me m-
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Gavin Hill,
15 Heather Avenue,
Ashwood,
MELBOURNE. VIC. 3147
Tel: (03) 277 7942
Dear Ed.,
I've been flying now for just on
ten years, with six years as a
member of the now H.G.F.A.
The recent up-roar and debate
about the new rating system has
prompted
me
to
write
and
express a few views and concerns
about both the old and the new
systems.
Firstly, I would like to point out
that my life cannot and doesn't,
no matter how much I may like
it to, revolve around hang gliding.
Other
interests
and
committments must take their
place. I am best described as one
of that increasingly recognised
group
known
as
recreational
pilots.
I learnt to fly at age
14 on one of those glorified
hills hoists on a shallow hill that
never seemed to face the wind.
It was definitely learning the hard
way and I would have gladly given
up had it not been for my life
long dream to fly like the local
wedgies. I rarely fly inland and
enjoy seeking out quiet, uncrowded
and remote sites because flying
to me, is a very personal exper-

,

ience in which the quiet of the
wind, sea and birds are all very
important. As such, I rarely find
safety officers and it was completly by chance that I found a
couple of them to gain my HI,
about 5 years' ago. I very carefully judge my skill by my ability
to do tasks and my knowledge of
the theory at each level of the
present system. I have never had
an accident since gaining my HI,
although I have seen quite a few
higher rated pilots do ,so on ~ev
eral occasions. I drJO t consider
myself as experienced or to have
"paid my dues to sport". N?r. do
I consider a ten year aSSOCiatIOn
with the sport to be particularly
significant. You could fly all your
li fe and stilI be able to learn or
experience something new.
I was recently involved in a car
accident
in which my glider
tried a tree landing without me
and along with my car was totally written off. I've been trying to pick up where I left off
but the recent bitching and the
views and language expressed by
the editor, H.G.F.A. and parties
opposed to the new system have
disappointed me greatly and left
me doubting if the hang gliding
fraternity is one I would still be
proud to be a part of.
used to joke about the Hang 4

Gat5 Reven,ge.

i

i
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and 5 god syndrome.
Some of
the uncontrolled bitching appearing in SKYSAILOR lately would
suggest it rightfully deserves Its
place along with the beginner and
intermediate
syndromes.
Admittedly some ' caustic letters
were received by the editor. (I
should say,
the then editor).
However, instead of proving his
arguments maturely with indisputable facts for all to see, both of
the old system's failings and how
the new would rectify these, he
slumped to the same level of his
critics by using equally caustic
if somewhat more sophisticated
words, in reply.
I would have
hoped
for
a
slightly
better
example from this position of
authority. I used to be proud to
be a member of our association
as one of comradeship gained
through a love for free flight.
This pride has somewhat diminished with the recent self inflation of egos on both sides of the
fence.
All these remarks are
made with no disrespect intended, just the hope that the real
issue may come back Into focus,
i.e. the safety of our sport.
On a more constructive note,
would like to offer some observations
about
both
systems.
Firstly, I have found the old system useful for self judgement,
provided a mature and self crit-

ical approach is used.
Because
of its five step system it allowed
me at least, to progress at a
more gradual and comfortable
rate through sites of increasing
difficulty. I can still remember
when feeling comfortable on HI
sites that my capabilities and
confidence were nowhere near
enough for most H2 sites.
The
transition between the two took
me well over a year.
This

points to an obvious flaw in the
new system. How do you get the
beginner who often feels intimidated by many of the higher
rated pilots, through this first
year or more of lagging confidence to the first rung of the
new system. Anyone who thinks
that a beginner after a few
weeks on his or her own after
gaining the proposed pilot's certificate, can be ready for all situations that may confront them
In even the most simple coastal
soaring situation, is only kidding
themselves.
Until we have a
sufficiently developed education
system, this Increased gap between the beginner and first
level will make entry into our
sport more frustrating and difficult.
Looking at our membership numbers, I am not too sure
we
can entirely afford this.
There are a few questions in my
mind regarding this pilot certificate. Is it a time limited "rating"?
If not, why is the new
system continually referred to as
a three step system, rather than
a four step system? If it is a
four step system it would seem
that it is designed with a bias towards experienced pilots with the
jump from beginner to intermediate being substantially greater
than P.R.2 to intermediate or
P.RA to advanced both psychologically and in practice. In addition, I would like to know if any
sites will be rated for the newly
qualified "certificate" level pilot.
I really don't feel the entry
stages have not been adequately
addressed by the new system.

In defence of the new system is
the emphasis on experience.
I
know that after a six month
break that I don't go to a site
at the limit of my experience in
marginal conditions.
I go back
to a forgiving site in mild conditions to get at least 2 or 3
hours air-time in. Recent experience and practice are important
and those who deny it are only
putting themselves and others at
risk.
There has also been a lot of recent points made about how so
many pilots by-pass the old system.
There is no evidence to
suggest this will not be an even
bigger problem with the new system. I would suggest that one of
the major flaws of both systems
both in terms of safety and the
number of pilots by-passing them,
is the reliance on the self teach
and safety officer system. I'm
sure that most pilots have had
problems with safety officers, including those mentioned by the
Tambourine rhubarb farmer in
the June issue. This can often
result in frustration, discouragement, lowering of safety (especIally for beginners), and a general by-passing of the system.
Of course, there are exceptions
to this and I have met some
very nice safety officers who, I
might add, were very disillusioned by this very aspect of the
sport and admitted many of their
peers have the attitude that
when it comes to beginners - to
"give 'em heaps".
I would like to digress at this
point to make an analogy to the
SCUBA diving industry. I am a
keen diver and have the opportunity to talk to people in the
industry occasionally. Scuba diving was largely a self-teach sport
similar to hang gliding.
The
safety record was not great and
public attitude to divers was that
they were a bunch of crazies,
similar to hang gliding. In the
last decade or so the ranks of
divers has grown dramatically
with
a
dramatic increase in
safety despite the huge increase
in the hours spent in the water.
Almost
all
involved
in
the
industry agree that it is attributable to the formation of a professional instruction and certification
system.
All
necessary

skills are taught from the start
and at all levels including basic,
advanced, dive master, instructor,
cave diver, etc.
This ensures
that correct technique is used at
all levels and students are taken
~qualified instructors right up
to the level of certification being attempted.
This teaching
is very weather dependant as it
would be for hang gliding.
Of
course this has brought in monetary constraints but as would be
indicated by the increase of
divers, this is of little consequence compared to the attraction of a safe and completely
reliable system.
I truly believe
people now become divers who
may have considered it too dangerous before because they can
see a safe and reliable system
for progressing through all levels
without compromising life's other
responsibilities
by
having
to
search for safety officers and
convince them to help.
So back to hang gliding.
believe the new system would
work
wonderfully,
given
an
education system similar to the
diving industry at least for the
first two proposed levels.
But
as we are still limited to a largely teach yourself and beg information system, I feel the old system with an update of theory
and tasks would prove a more
gradual and safe guide for pro-

h ic k Got ts
l·lur d eri n .; Gull y
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gression through the necessary
skill levels. I must say I am a
little mystified how the editor
can call the levels represented
by the present system, aribtrary.
Any "rating" system by definition
must define specific skills required at each level.
Both the
old and new do so, (the old may
require updating in some areas)
and so I can't see how such a
claim can be substantiated.
I
believe that inevitably we will
have to adopt a system in which
correct technique is taught at
every level if our sport is to
grow.
Issues of cost and the
need for increasing our ranks
immediately arise as criticisms.
The first can be dismissed just
by looking at the price of a new
glider. At $2,000 + a few hundred dollars to learn correct techniques at each level, seems insignificant. I know I'd prefer paying for the knowledge rather
than ending up with a broken
neck because of the lack of it.
As for growth in our numbers,
growth brings financial viability
and provided it is responsible
growth it also brings a wider
community
acceptance,
which
would benefit all pilots, (i.e.
more political leverage with the
~.O.A., more sites, greater sportmg recognition, etc.)
The H.G.F.A. could encourage
such a system by appointing or
encouraging approved schools to
ado~ts su~h a system.
Possibly
a lIttle fmancial help could be
provided to get them
viable.
Certification of instructors is a
step in the right direction, but
more professionalism, advertising
and P.R. work is needed.
The
public at large has this view of

hang gliders as mad people with
a death wish, whilst at the same
time expressing an admiration
and a desire to fly if it wasn't
so dangerous. Give them a professional system through all levels and some of this misinformed
view of the sport may fade
enough for them to realise the
dream of flight as so many of us
have done.
Anyway, I've waffled on enough!
I hope I haven't offended anyone
with anything said.
Just hope it
may inspire a little more pride
and constructive input into our
sport.
Yours faithfully,
Marcus Smelstorius.
P.S.
Sorry about the length of this
letter but you've been asking for
contributions.
Dear Geoff,
The current system for the rating of Pilots does not work. It
fails in two very important functions.
Firstly, the tiers of proficiency (which we choose to call
Pilot Ratings) and the actual flying skills required to become proficient have a random relationship. Secondly, there is no proVISIOn for future and unforseen
developments in the sport. This
includes equipment and technique.
Fortunately, there are some who
have been able to acknowledge
the short-comings that .the years
have sh~wn to exist. They are
attempting to create a new system. They are being progressive.
There are others who would prefer to remain as Ostriches, their

heads buried in sand dunes and
condemned to wait for evolution
so that they can fly again, (or
at least till they are p.R.3l.
There are yet others who are
experienced
airmen
who
have
long
forgotten
the
learner's
slope. They have meetings to reassure themselves that everything
is O.K. and because they have
"paid their dues", their lesser
cousins, the ostriches, become
convinced that this is how it
should be. Maybe so in Victoria.
In order to explain the lack of
function in the present rating
system, I have chosen to use my
own progression as a parallel.
Do not mistake me.
I am not
a flying ace. Nor do I need to
boast my flying prowess. In fact
I hope I never get to a stage
when I think I have paid my
dues. My own experience is familiar and documented in my logbook. I am using it as a convenient and actual example.
It is
probably very typical amongst
today's student pilots.
What good is a P.R. 1 rating?
Hang 1 means it is possible to
fly from less than 100 ft. in
essentially a straight line and
land properly. It's not much use
My instructor back in
is it?
1983 had other things in mind.
Even before I had signed up I
was t old he would take me to
the stage where I could soar. In
fact, he did so and only four
days after my first ever touching
a glider, I was soaring at Tallows
very much a beginner, but,
0
soaring, making 180 turns, traversing the slope crabwise and generally staying up.
Officially, of
course I wasn't.
Not according
to
the
rating
system.
180
degree turns are the task of P.R.
3 pilots who are able to demonstrate soaring ability. (Refer to
P.R.3 tasks, item 4 on the rating form).
A year and a half later when I
could afford my own glider I was
back at Tallows, to get another
fix of altitude.
During this fly
I gained only one additional hour
of air time, but was doing 360's
and sharing. the small hill with
7 or 8 other pilots. (Refer to
P.R. 3 t asks, ite m 9 - "ready to
le arn 360's", a nd refe r to P.R.2
verbal exa m, Q.9 "right of way").
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And so off to Rainbow Beach
to fly to heights of 11 00 ft. and
to perform mUltiple 360's, whip
stalls, 5 km. out and returns
along the ridge and land back on
the
top again.
(Refer
P.RA
tasks
Item 4 "RH + LH 720
degr~e turns", and Item 9 "Full
Stall", also P.R.2 tasks, Item 3
"Mild
Stall").
After
Rainbow
Reach I gained my P.R.2. (Just
in time to learn how to soar).
Prior to buying my first kite my
employment moved me to the
town of Moree on the N.S.W.
North West slopes and plains.
At Moree there are no hills and
no other pilots for at least 160
kms. around. Luckily, the shifts
I worked had 5 day breaks, which
were perfect for treking 500
kms. to Byron Ray or 700 kms.
to Sydney.
Travelling to fly
seemed the only way and there
were several disappointing trips
when the weather wasn't on.
Unsuitable conditions leave all
pilots waiting on the hill, but . if
after travelling 700 kms. to fly
and turning up on a very soarable day, not being permitted to
fly,
despite
having
sufficient
skills, leads one to annoyance.

paying money for his approval
the result would have been quite
different. I say this after having
seen, recently, some of his students in the air at Stanwell, who
on parting with their cash were
permitted to fly their first soaring flights.
The rating system
was cold comfort for me, having
missed out on that very valuable
airtime despite my capability and
having gone to great efforts to
get it.
Money speaks.
I made
a decision then to bow away from
Stanwell Park polities and develop
my flying skills in the Byron
Bay area where safety officers
are far more interested in profiting by filling the skies with
knowledgable pilots whom they
prefer to treat as friends.
When March
1985 had rolled
around I was still a P.R.2 but flying a "high performance kite".

I didn't think I was ready for
such a quantum leap, after all
Probes are a P.R.3 kite. On the
advise of my friend, Ian Hird, I
tried it and loved it.
Ian was
right, I could handle it.
The
rating system was again being a
hindrance in the way I could
absorb new developments in gliders.
Towing is perhaps the development that holds the biggest future in hang gliding.
However,
there is no provision for it in
the present rating system. Towing means at last I can fly locally in Moree. And I have! To
stay up it is required to thermal.
As a P.R.2 pilot with only 18
hours total experience, I was
thermalling
and
going
cross
country.
Cross country requires
knowledge of air traffic movements, LJR's, NoJams. I had to

In early 1985 I travelled down to
Sydney for a crack at Stanwell.
I had my P.R.2, nine hours of
soaring flight and a detailed log
book.
According to my readings
in SKYSAILOR, weekends were
out of the question, so I fronted
up one very soarable weekday
and in search of a safety officer
to look at my log book and give
the O.K. I was doing the right
thing. The safety officer I found
wasn't a very honourable fellow
at all. He is a well known local
instructor. He said that he was
not prepared to give me approval
at this site. He didn't want to
take the responsibility for my
crashing into anything.
He said
he had no way of knowing how
well I flew and besides, he had
never seen my face before. As
he stepped into his harness he
said, "Anyway, flying is supposed
to be fun". Yep it sure is. It
is fun being grounded at Stanwell
when you know it is well within
your capabilities to be in the air.
Despite having flown a similarly
large site and another crowded
site, I was annoyed at being
denied an opportunity to even
present the documentation in my
log book.
I am sure if I was
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obtain
the
relevent
telephone
numbers,
VTC's,
VEC's
and
WAC's.
Also I had to learn
about
lapse
rates,
inversions,
hypoxia and so on. This sort of
information according to the rating system, is for P.RA pilots.
I needed it as a P.R.2!
During this last summer the
Byron Boys suggested
should
join them on their annual pilgrimage to the Mount Buffalo area.
Though I did have my P.R.3 at
this stage I had not envisaged
flying those sites.
Brian and
Colin Rushton were certain I
could handle it.
Right again
boys! The two weeks down there
was the most progressive period
in my hang gliding career to
date.
I was P.R.3, doing the
stuff of P.RA/5.
The
most
important lesson I picked up in
Victoria was to know your limits.
Mount Buffalo can be a good,
challenging site on some days
and a joy to fly. On other days,
it could be a terror.
Similarly
Porpunka Hill looked simple, but
in zero wind was very tricky
indeed.
Often, after considering
my skills and the conditions,
even with other pilots airborne,
I elected to stay on the ground.
As you see I have gained skills
in a sequence quite different to
the rating 'system's outline. The
skills were picked up so that I
could get in the air despite the
current system having outlined
that
a
higher. rating
was
required.
Typically pilots today
are gaining skills sooner so a
higher rating may not be applicable, but some other acknowledgement would. A by-product of a
more rapid skill acquisition has
learning pilots being hindered in
their progress.
Often they are
not permitted to fly despite having the skill to do so. It's happened to many P.R.2 pilots who are
not
qui te
P. R. 3.
They lack
experience but, are denied flight
in order to gain experience, for
they also lack rating.
Classic
Catch 22 situation. In my book
skill and experience are not the
same thing.
Finally, the rating system doesn't
have- the capacity to handle
developments in the sport. Consider this - If a pilot lived on
the coast and flew 2 or 3 si tes
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regularly he would have, in the
past two years, gained perhaps
100 flying hours and become very
familiar with those sites.
With
that number of hours he could
perhaps expect to be P.R.4 and
be quite a confident pilot. He
could also have been able to gain
his rating without ever being in
a thermal or tossed around in
heavy turbulence.
He could also
be quite happy to keep flying on
the
coast.
There
could
be
another pilot who lives in-land
where there are no hills and towing is the method of launch. He
flies in pure thermal conditions
with associated turbulence in the
air and shifting winds on the
ground. This fellow has only 60
hours air time and is rated
P.R.3.
Where does the current
system acknowledge the difference between these two cases?
Is there a difference?
Who is
more
skilled?
The
current
rating system hasn't the answers.
The bloke who lived inland would
not have existed as a pilot only
two years ago.
There have been several m:iljor
advances in the sport involving
equipment and technique.
The
system for rating pilots in the
light of these developments has
not kept up. A system that can
endorse these advancements is
urgently needed.
I think Chris
South and his fellows are on the
right track.
Regards, Nick Palaric.
Editor's Note:
BRAVO!!

Dear Members and Editor (Geoff)
My letter concerns the issue of
including or not including Trikes
under the "wing" of our association H.G.F.A.
am opposed to the idea.
Some people argue that because
Trikes use a Hang Glider wing
and weight shift control they
have more in common with hang
On
gliders than Ultra-lights.
the contrary, they have engines
as a power source and therefore
have more in common with
Ultra-lights.
H.G.F.A.
stands
for
Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia.
Hang and Gliding being the
terms of distinction between our
unique form of free flight unassisted by any source of power
save that which mother nature
provides,
and
other
airspace
users.
When you think of us in these
terms (free flight), we have
nothing at all in philosophy in
common with Trikes.
We are
unique.
We could no sooner
join ranks with Sailplanes based
on claims that we have a lot in
common with them, i.e. gliding.
The fact that we are identified
in the public eye with Trikes
has at times proved unfortunate
in the area in which I fly,
(Beaudesert Shire).
This is not
a reason to feel responsible for
Trike activites and bring them
under our control therefore making
them
our
responsibility.
Rather to draw a clear distinction between our activities and
theirs so we do not cop any
shrapnel in future.
The H.G.F.A. is a Federation
formed by Hang Glider pilots to
deal with the unique interests,
problems and administration of
hang gliding activities. I'm not
saying we should snub Trikers
- after all many of our members are also Trikers, not to
mention
our association with
Trikes for Tugs in aero-towing.
I just suggest that we have got
ourselves organised so why can't
Trikers do the same.
Fly out, above and beyond.
Wayne Lee
Fanatic & Hang Glider Pilot.

Sir,
I have given much thought to the
new proposed rating system.
I
as a P.R.3 will be classed as a
Novice under the new system.
This, I feel, is what is creating
so much resistance to change, it
is like holding a rank in the air
force - let's say of sergeant when the rank of sergeant is
to
be
suddenly
abolished,
replaced by an insignia - this actually happened to aircrew in the
R.A.F. after the second world
war. The loss of rank made no
difference to the aircrew pay,
the work of flying was exactly
the same, however, the men did
feel a loss of face. Ranks were
replaced later as the insignia
proved to be unworkable when
the aircrew member had to get
things done on the ground. This
loss of face even though mainly
imaginative, I feel, would be one
of the main reasons why there
is resistance from P.R.3-4 or 5
pilots to the new system. Per-:
sonally, I couldn't care less if I'm
called a novice or anything else,
providing it did not stop me flying from my favourite sites.
However, at present we have an
helmet sticker on which we have
our rating number.
Now the
question which crosses my mind
is, will the helmet sticker under
the new system have "N" on it
for "Novice" (most of us will
come under Novice), if so, as an
ex-safety officer, how will a
safety officer on site know if the
pilot with an "N" on his helmet
is a pilot of experience.
The
safety officer must have some
way of being able to distinguish
between pilots for the safety of
a beginner at various sites. Well
I hope the above makes sense and
is of help, as I find it hard to
write my thoughts down on paper
about such a subject.
Regards
P.R.3 - or will it be "Novice".
P.S. "Novice" in the dictionary
"A beginner;
neophyte, etc. "
I guess most young pilots with a
higher rating would be upset at
being classed as a beginner - this,
I think, is at the bottom of the
opposition.

P.P.S.
I just happened to notice my
helmet sticker which shows the
year
not the rating, so my
wires are slightly crossed - but
otherwise, I stand by my letter.
Bill Thorneywork.
Editor's Note:
Under the new system P.R.3
pilots
would
be
rated
"Intermediate" or "Recreational"
which involves no "loss of face".
The question of how a safety
officer can tell how experienced
a pilot is, would remain the
same.
No matter what rating
system we use, it is up to the
pilot to be honest for his own
sake when informing a safety
officer of his or her rating.
A
number or card, no matter how
informative, will never be sufficient to evaluate whether or not
it is safe to fly.

Firstly, it is important to choose
a site wher"e you will have lots
of spectators to impress.
Stanwell Park is ideal.
When you
are sure everyone is watching,
and you are relatively close to
the hill, pull the bar to your
knees and keep it there until you
are within inches of the hill.
Then you push out as hard as
you can, and whe n you are ciose
to stall, roll to one side. This
should put you into a nice stall
at a pretty impressive angle, and
about 60% of the time you will
drop out of the sky at amazing
speeds and really impress your
friends. The other 40% of times
you will need your 'chute, but
that is O.K., it's good practice.
The most important thing to
remember
when
Wangmanoeuvring is to make sure lots
of people are watching.
Keep
practicing and I'm sure that with
your ability you'll be Wang-King
In no time.

Dear Geoff,
Is it possible to do a wang
manoeuvre in a hang glider?
tried last issue, but could not
pull it off.
The other day at Stanwell somebody watching you fly said that
you
were
Wang-King,
so
I
thought I'd write and ask you for
some advice.
Yours in confusion,
Miles Craven.
Editor's Note:
I'm flattered to think someone
called me Wang-King, but really
Miles,
didn't
you know Cliff
Sedger has been Wang-King for
the last few years. Even so, I'm
pretty "fantastic myself, so I'll
give yc)u a few pointers.
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By Martin Vine
It was August

'85 when we first
began to toss around a few ideas
on building a winch - towing system.
We . were keen to fly
inland but between the two of us
we had over $20,000 invested in
two cars and neither of us were
interested in tearing up and down
ploughed paddocks, filling our vehicles with dust.
Fortunately we work in a small
engineering bUSiness, which gave
us access to all the equipment
needed for this new project.
About 3 months later we were
ready for what was to be our
first series of tests in early November. Colin Wardrop, who had
put many hard hours into the
building and design of the winch
volunteered to be the Test Pilot,
leaving myself at the controls.
Also with us was Ron Lucock, a
year 11 High School student (nonflyer), who was very interested
in our system.
We had invited
him along for obvious reasons.
The conditions were nil wind to
light and variable, the "Go, Go,
Go" was given and we watched
Colin
climb steadily skyward,
which was to be our first successful tow.
After repeating this
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several times, I was keen to tow
also. So once again with Colin
on tow line and this time Ron on
winch controls under supervision,
Ron successfully operated the
machine for several launches. All
of us were confident to leave
Ron at the controls, both Colin
and I spent the rest of the afternoon
towing
up.
Some
25
successful launches were achieved.
One problem was quite clear to
us at the end of that first day
of learning - the line was not
laying on ' the drums evenly, forcing us to tow the line out very
slowly at about 5-10 kms.!hr.
With only a few weeks to the
flatlands '86 cross country comp,
and all of us with various personal commitments, we weren't able
to spend the necessary time to
continue
testing.
Because of
this we were about to pay the
penalty in the compo to follow.
Our first few days at Flatlands,
(Parkes, N.S. W.) were interesting
experiences.
The winch created
a lot of attention as pilots, tow
drivers and competition officials
were unsure as to exactly what
we had. Some of this attention
later developed into scepticism

and criticism, as the winch was
pushed to its limits under the
competition conditions.
As can
be expected from any new design
- problems arose and we were
forced to deal with them. This
drew more criticism, however we
were encouraged by the good
flights our pilots were achieving.
Generally, the tows were excellent, free flyers were also not
afraid to give the winch a try.
Flatlands, '85-86 was a time of
learning for us. After the compo
new
information
learnt
from
Flatlands was applied in order to
improve the system. Encouragement came when test pilot, Colin
Wardrop was notified that he had
received 2nd. placing among the
P.R.3 pilots.
I personally know
three compo days he sacrificed
flying, to ensure the other pilots
had a fair go.
In Easter '86, the winch was
back in action again, operating
from the same property, "Silver
Row".
We used an undulating
wheat stubble field, 1,500 metres
long. The terrain had previously
prevented cars from towing on
this part of the property. The
conditions on this Day 1. were
nil wind. It was 11.00 a.m. Saturday; in a most relaxed atmosphere,
while
setting
up
our

gliders, we chattered about the
pressures and problems that had
robbed us of most of the fun at
Flatlands previously.
We both
launched within 3 minutes of
each other and we both "got
away". In that flight I managed
to fly about 70 kms. to Grenfell.

Colin
landed
somewhere
inbetween, meanwhile Ron had
picked up Colin and they were
both waiting for me in a field.
Strange as it may seem though,
we were supposed to be testing
the winch in various ways · - we
just couldn't resist the good lift.
None of us could believe the
number of dust devils still lifting
off at Easter.

more than pleased that we had
powered the winch with a 1,600
cc. motor with an automatic
gearbox - just imagine changing
gears halfway through that. We
both flew about 45 kms. that day
and we decided to use the following day strictly gathering information and trying for maximum
height out of a given length of
line.
Day 3 - The alterations made on
our system just days before allowed us to pull out the tow lines
at 60 kms./hr. The only restrictions on speed now seems to be
the ground we drive over. Today
was to be a little different, stopping at the 1,500 metre mark,
we opened the gate, placed the
tow lines over the fence and continued on having a total length
of 2,600 metres of line between
gliders and winch. With the conditions light and variable and
both of us wondering how much
the wire would stretch on takeoff, I gave the Go! Go! Go! A
couple of steps and a good
strong take-off, and I was on my
way up. I will never forget that
tow, I listened to my vario
scream 800-900 FPM up.
At
first I thought the line was
snagged on the fence but as I
continued to climb the line slowly lifted.
A cluster of trees
caught my attention, I knew the
winch
was
somewhere
behind
them and the sheer weight of
the line gave me the sensation
of being caught up in a tree.
At 2,000 ft. AGL on the flatlands you might just think that
you're in the middle of a cross
country flight.
Well that was
enough for me, I released at just
over 2,000 ft. on that first long

tow. The very next tow Colin released at 2,200 AGL - time leaving the ground to release was 3
min. 15 sees.
Upon landing we
both wondered what height we
might have
achieved with a
decent headwind, or if we would
have found the courage to push
the bar out.
No modifications were necessary
after this exercise.
The next
venue was Rylestone in early
April.
Here perfect conditions
turned on an excellent weekend
as a group of student pilots from
Areial Technics School (Stanwell)
were given their first experiences
in towing.
These pilots had
never towed before, which proved
the winch's ability to adapt to
any pilot experience level. After
a pilot briefing we set the pace
slow and easy for the rest of the
afternoon,
ensuring
all
pilots
understood their bridle systems
and
radio/winch
commands.
Approximately 20 + tows were
made
that
afternoon.
Rising
bright and early Sunday morning,
we found everything outside the
club house had frozen over and
some eager pilots setting up on
frosty grass.
We began towing
at 8.00 a.m. The winch excelled
itself with no foul-ups or operational
problems
which was
a
remarkable achievement as the
winch was put through its paces
with virtually non-:-stop towing;
over eighty gliders were launched
during an eight hour period. Both
pilots and instructors at the conclusion of the weekend were
convinced of the safety and
reliability of our winch system.

Day 2 had similar conditions.
We were set up just about ready
to go, when the dust devils started lifting off and coming from
the back. We could feel a slight
tail wind developing.
Colin was
first to launch.
He waited for
dead air and it was Go! Go! Go!
At the end of the tow he was in
flight and away.
By this time
the breeze was more consistent
"tail", it was about 4 knots. In
a lull I told Ron it was tail and
to gun the winch; I have never
seen the ground go past as such
a speed, and at this point I was
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link and you are guaranteed to
live to tell the story. As far as
turn around goes
30 seconds
after the first pilot has released,
if the second pilot has his act together, he is on his way up also;
approximately 2 minutes later
the retrieve vehicle has both
lines attached an is towing the
lines back out at whatever speed
the terrain allows, (e.g. 60 km.
Ihr.), ready for the next two
eager pilots.

Our most recent tests were once
again at Rylestone - the conditions 10-15 m.p.h. westerlies. Our
winch operator today was Neil
Matheson, an engineer from work
who had only seen hang glider
towing on a video screen. Neil
watched the winch operate for
2 tows, then it was over to him.
It just goes to show - another
(non-flyer), first winch tow and
a perfect score.
Both winch operator and pilot
noticed that ' at about 400 ft.AGL
there was wind shear present.
On every tow at 400 ft. the wire
pressure gauge would rise from
150 lbs. to 180 lbs. for about 23 seconds, then Neil would adjust
to 150 lbs. constant tow pressure
and continue on.

and knew the results).
Scotty
called Go! Go! Go! and bang! the
drag chute shot down the runway
at 50 m.p.h. and nobody saw
Scotty or the glider move; "what
happened?" he said.
For that
demo we had raised the weaklink from 240 lbs. to 320 lbs.
Our tests have also proven that
whether a nil wind or head wind
- an average of 3 to 4 steps are
taken by the pilot before lifting
off, and we consistently release
higher than a car tow.
So no
more running like a gazelle trying to do a balancing act.
A
smooth flight through thermal
conditions is now guaranteed and
if the glider looks like doing anything spooky, our winch operator
at his discretion snaps the weak

On our dual drum winch we have
engineered a
separate tension
monitoring system, which is dampered to eliminate vibration and
then
transmitted
through
is
hydraulic
lines
to
give
an
accurate low pressure on the
gauges. During any tow we have
never needed to apply the brakes
(except on the rare occasion
when "Stop!" is called).
When
the throttle is backed off in a
strong thermal the winch automatically pays out line so you
don't have to pull the bar in for
fear of breaking a weak-link and
lose that needed height.
The pilots who have used our system since Easter '86 have commented on the safety of a clear
strong launch.
We have found
our system very portable, fuel
efficient, and a positive breakthrough for Australian Hang gliding.
I would like to thank pilots experienced in towing, like Dennis

The decision was made to climb
to 1,000 ft., fly back with the
line and continue to climb. As
Colin turned down wind the
winch payed out the line and on
completion of the down wind
turn tension was very gently
recovered and he was on his way
up once more. We didn't break
any height records but on 1,800
ft. of line Colin climbed to 1,700
ft. on the last tow for the day.
Having a large amount of power
available to us, without any turning, the winch can snap break
the weak link at any point during
the tow, without the pilot feeling
the
pull.
We ,just hit the
throttle and it is instantaneous.
We demonstrated this to Chris
Boyce of Aerial Technics using
one of his student (Scotty), (at
this point I must add that we
had done this many times before
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Duncan &: s t eve Stokes

·J l' 177's

Cummings for the advice freely
given to us about town tensions,
weak links etc.
The last time we talke d with
Dennis was on the Easter weekend, his comment was, quote "It's about time you fellas got
your act together".
The winch team will be a sure
competitor in the Flatlands '87
competition. The crew now have
the experience which will make
us a hard act to beat.
Any
enquiries about our system, just
'phone M.& J. Vine Enterprises
Pty. Ltd. Sydney, (02) 542 3025.
Winch production is also on the
cards with initial or ders already
received.

~State
'

.& Club News _ _ _~

" \JICTORII'N Hi'NG GLIDING ASSOCIATION

So you thought the Victorians had
hibernated for the southern Australian winter. Possibly, you are
correct.
There are those who
have
retreated
behind
closed
doors;
traded their helmets and
harnesses for thermal underwear
and their winter woolies;
built
a roaring log fire;
and poured
themselves a mug of fiery beverage. Whether it be a sympathetic ear to listen or a withdrawal
into one's subconscious, either
will be called upon to dream of
the day a thermal was caught,
which took you to eleven grand
and only 100 kms. down-the-track
- when the sun was finally surrendering, did you consider home.
Well, we 'll le ave Norm with his
dre ams.
For there are those
addicted,
masochistic
hangies
who'll do anything for another
fix
whether it be becoming

acquainted with Russel Duncan,
Shane Moore and Chris Brandon
and their innovative aero-towing;
venturing off to Porepunkah for
restructuring the
a trike fly-in;
Flinders' ramp;
improving the
Mt. Dandenong site;
forming a
hang gliding club;
or standing
for office for the Victorian Hang
Gliding Association
Committee.
The
possibilities
are
endless.
There are even those pilots who
challenge the elements and continue to fly.
Towing - (31st. May & 1st. June)
Russel, Shane and Chris spent
the weekend teaching people the
joys of aero-towing. Many were
convinced that this is the future
direction of hang gliding.
This
was proven at the Southern Meeting held soon afterwards where
it was almost una nimously voted
to
include
trikes
under
the
H.G. F.A. 's jurisdiction. The Newcastle boys were last seen escaping the jaws of the Victorian winter and heading home to thaw
out!

INC.

Trike Fly-In

(June 7 - 9)

The elite trike pilots and their
families all converged on Mt.
Buffalo Caravan Park to spend
a successful long weekend among
the mountain tops.
Every day
was flyable.
The only deterrent
was the polar weather conditions
which managed to eat its ways
through the ski outfits, numerous
layers of clothing and the winter
fat to the bones. Many a pilot
was seen to land and stagger
away from his trike muttering
"zzzzzzz ..... "
Some pilots completed an out-and-return from
Porepunkah
airstrip
to
Mt.
Beauty. While, on the last day
they flew from Porepunkah to
Drage's Airworld.
In between flights, there
always the log fire in the
reation room of the caravan
to retreat to, or the sauna
outdoor spa to re lax in.

was
recpark
and
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Site Improvements:
Pilots will be pleased to know
that the Flinders Golf Course
site and the Mt. Dandenong site
are undergoing a facelift.
The ramp at Flinders which has
discouraged many a pilot has now
had the front part lowered, so
that it now stands at an angle
similar to the ramp at Buangor.
In addition, the ramp has been
expanded to the east,. so that the
width of the front part of the
ramp is approximately equal to
the wing-span of the average
hang glider.
The area behind the original takeoff at the road of Mt. Dandenong is in the process of being
cleared right back to the fence.
So, the run of the new take-off
commences at the fence, which
allows the pilot to be airborne
before he/she reaches the road.
V.H.G.A. Committee:
The Annual General Meeting will
be held on Tuesday, 5th. August
at the regular Southern Meeting
venue
the Anchor and Hope
Hotel.
As this announcement
will probably be read too late in
SKYSAILOR, hopefully the next
edition of SKYSAILOR will inform you of the new committee.
Many thanks go to the committee of 1985-86.
Rumours are flying that a new
hang gliding club is being established in Ballarat. It is assumed
that the EF's will be playing an
important role in the "activities"
of this new club.
Let's hear
more!
..... So do you really think that
the Victorians have hibernated
for the winter?!
Fiona Rausch

L
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Hi troops,
The
D.O.A. 's
Good
news.
extra height clearances granted
last year on a trial basis for
large areas of InlanJ N.S.W. (in
addition to the new A.N.O. 95.
10 clearances) have been extended until July, 1987.
It would
appear that the D.O.A. Is reasonably happy with our behaviour
to date, so keep it up. Check
back issues of SKYSAILOR for
the maps showing the relevant
areas.
More good news.
Following on
from the H.G.F.A.
A.G.M., a
Certification
Committee
has
been formed, based In Newcastle. It is headed by Richard
McWhinney who has been conducting the stress level tests on
hang gliders at Newcastle University.
Representatives from
Airborne Windsports, Enterprise
Wings and Moyes are also on
the Committee.
Initial designs
for structural and pitch test
rigs are under way and it finally looks as though Australia
will have its own hang glider
and trike glider testing equipment within a year.
Anyone
wanting to contribute anything
or become involved in this project should contact Richard on
(049) 68 5639 (work)
or
(049) 54 9415 (home).
Not so good news: I recently
spent a couple of weeks out on
Ted Tomlinson's property, site
of the Flatlands XC Compo Several of his paddocks had twisted piles of rope and leaders
near the fence 'where they'd
been dUlJlped after becoming
tangled in ..farm machinery. Ted
said that .... ' there was nothing
worse than getting tangled in
lengths of rope in the middle of
the night while sowing or whatever. Bear this in mind before
you casually jettison leaders and
broken lengths of rope after
getting away in a thermal.

Flying around the take-off paddocks in a light aircraft also
showed all the towing strip
marks
still
clearly
visible
through the sprouting crops.
Possibly even worse news. Ted
is trying to sell his Silver Row
property to move to Western
Queensland as he has been
affected, like many other farmers, by spiralling interest rates
and low wheat prices. The actual site of the next Flatlands
compo is thus uncertain at the
moment.
It
is
possible of
course, that the new owner will
allow the hang gliding to continue. Let's hope so.
Hang in there,
William White.

N.S.W. Competition Dates
By Bob 8arnes
1.

2.

Wayne Collison hangs on

Cooplacurripa Cup Proposed Dates:

4th.,
5th.
and
October.
(Long Weekendi

Venue:

Cooplacurripa

Entry Fee:

$10.00

Enquiries:

(065) 54 0416

6th.

N.S.W. Hang Gliding Championships Proposed Dates:

25th.
October to
November inclusive.

Proposed Venue:

Cooplacurri pa

Entry Fee:

Minimum $65.00

Enquir ies:

(065) 54 0416

1st.

wh il e Coalcliff

does a l oop in the b a ckgroun d .

Contrary to popular belief there
are elements that are keeping
the sport of H.G. alive in our
state. The quality of that existance; shown at a recent meeting, is being carried on by a
small, but active band of pilots.
Several
noteworthy
decisions
were made: the Association now
has a Post Office Box address
and there was a shuffle of
people on Tas. H.G.A. 's executive.
Tassies'
shores
were
recently
graced by the presence of Val
Wallington.
The association was
able to provide a glider and a
hill, to allow the act of aviation
to be committed. It was unfortunate that the usually reliable
Gaffs Hill wasn't as reliable as
it has been. The variable conditions and the occasional fall of
snow,
helped in keeping the
thermals quiet.

If any pilot finds himself in Tas.

and is willing to put up with t he
local climatic condit ions, t hey
are welcome to use t he association's Mars 170.
There will be a fl y-in at Woodbury (Gaffs Hill) on the 6-7 of
September,
with
overnight
at
Ross'.
If the conditions are n't
flyable, our Mt. Franklin site
may need some work to get it
in shape for the summer's thermal season.
Those members who are Interested can contact me by 'phoning (002) 31 1049; and let me
know what you can do to help
H.G. in your state.
Fly Safe,
Peter Watts.
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SAHGA

1 Sturt Street, Adelaide 5000.
1986 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

PRESIDENT/ADMINISTRATOR :

VICE PRESIDENT :

SECRETARY:

SAFETY DIRECTOR:

COMPETITION DIRECTOR:
COMMITTEE PERSON:

ROB WOODWARD
PH: 227 4384 (w)
297 7532 (h)
STEVE BLENKINSOP
Ph: 296 8833 (w)
278 3152 (h)
DAVID KING
Ph : 427 738 (w)
791 226 (h)
COLIN HANSEN
Ph: 271 1644 (w)
276 8593 (h)
DERMOT MEANEY
Ph: 277 5435 (h)
BIRGIT SVENS
Ph: 277 5437 (h)

As at the 29th May SAHGA
had 85 full members, which
includes 4 females.
We
also have in excess of 20
short term members though
I can't be sure of this
figure because as yet our
membership lists do not include sit members (Phil
Matthewson is rectifying
that problem, I hope). Our
spread of ratings is reasonably even as the following
statistics show.
PRO - 12, PRI - 16, PR 2 15, PR3 - 12, PR4 - 18,
PR5 - 12. Because of the
success of the two private
schools currently opera~ing
in SA namely "South Coast
Hang Gliding Centre" run .by
Larry Jones, Phil Noel and
Richard Murray and "NuWings'
run by Dermot Meaney SAHGA
has seen an influx of new
sit members and it is hoped
these students will continue
as full members. The whole
hang gliding scene here in
SA is taking on a more
professional approach and
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TREASURER:

JOHN MELLOWSHIP
Ph: 218 8456 (w)
381 2073 (h)
EQUIPMENT OFFICER: ROSS WILKINSON
Ph: 225 6841 (w)
276 3134 (h)
ANDREW DAWE
HGFA:
Ph: 274 8200 (w)
274 1897 (h)

air of excitement as t he
potential of new develo'pments in training and tow
launching are investigated
by members.

at the viability of forming
a syndicate to purchase a
trike.

Larry is having greatsuccess
with the utilization of a
Trike as a teaching aid.
The advantage of dual
instruction and time in the
air is evidenced by some of
South Coast's students being
able to progress rapidly to
their first flights from
Ochre Point, a 170' PR2
Coastal ridge.

A committee has been formedwlook
at the viability of a state
soaring centre being established
in the mid north of our
state. This area, which is
well serviced by the local
geography providing ridges
facing most directions
except for north will be
closely inspected with the
idea of finding suitable
land to develop a triangle
grid of tow strips.
Phil Flentje has done some
of the preliminary footwork
and although there is still
much to be done the idea of
our own home is very exciting.

Dermot is in the process of
developing a winch which he
hopes will also be an
invaluable teaching aid as
well as an alternative to
car towing for intermediate
/advanced pilots.

SAHGA STATE SOARING CENTRE

Overseas Competitions
After the Duncan's demonstrations of the Trike and
its ability to tow launch,
hang gliders several of our
senior pilots are looking

The month of July will see
two of our senior pilots
a t tending competi tiions in
different parts of the worl d.

Birgit Svens, PR4 and
currently top ranked
Australian female pilot
has been invited to attend
the inaugural womens World
competitions at Sederon
in France. Steve Blenkinsop,
PR4 currently SA champion
and 7th in 1986 Australian
Nationals has been selected
to fly as a member of the
Australian Team in the 1986
Americas Cup to be held in
Canada. We wish both pilots
the best o f luck.
In Search of World Records
SA and its pilots has the
potential to produce world
records and to that end
SAHGA has decided to
facilitate the achievement
of there records by
purchasing a barograph
which will be made available
to pilots attempting
records.
Competitions
Hours in the air, do you
thi nk that is a measure of
a pilots ability? Consider
the pilot who flies only
from one or two "easy"
sites in pe rfect conditions
and has accumulated dozens of
flying hours.
I wou ld
suggest to you that a pilot
in this category may have
some very well honed skills
in a specific area but is
sadly lacking in others.
Practice at a variety of
sites in a variety of
conditions is the only way,
in my opinion for a pilot
to get a well balanced
level of skill. As soon
as you do not have to
land within a particular
area and you don't practice
that skill then your skill
level at that task will
diminish. Competition is
one way for each pilot
to keep practising skills
and measuring performance

against other pilots.
This
years State Competitors
will be hotly contested by
all pilots with a desire
to improve their performance
and perhaps be the first one
to fly out of the state.
There will also be flying
organised for novice /
intermediate pilots so
that they will ha ve the
opportunity to practise
and develop skills at
their level.
It's not a matter of
attempting tasks that are
beyond you or pushing
yourself (and your luck)
to beat someone else.
The objective is to
improve you skills so that
you are a better pilot.

Trikes
At the July General Meeting members overwhelmingly supported the
Executive' s recommendatio n
for option A, i.e. "HGFA
accept the responsibility
for the administration of
Trikes for a 1 year period".
The Executive of SAHGA felt
however that ultimately
the Trikes should form
their own Association and
be self-regulating and this
12 months under HGFA
should see a Trike subcommittee form to set up
the framework for their
own Association as well as
get them flying legally.

National Coaching Committee

Rating System
The July Safety Officer's
meeting was devoted to
discussion of the rating
system and the Victorian
submission w~s thoroughly
scrutinised and alterations,
questions and suggestions
were made. At the July
General meeting the
members present completed
a questionnaire which
showed that the majority
of pilots wanted the
current 4 level system
upgraded with endorsements.

A Positive Approach
It is a little disturbing
to read in the pages of
SKYSAILOR attacks of a
personal nature and continual bickering. The
proposed rating scheme
has been the catalyst for
much ill feeling between
members whether through a
basic misunderstanding of
its concepts or just plain
rejection.
I am not
advocating that all pilots
agree with whatever new
changes are proposed as I
understand there are many
different opinions.
However, at sometime if
our sport is to advance in
a united way we must all
compromise for the good
of the sport.
Take a
positive approach and
discuss the ideas and not
the personalities behind
them.
ROB WooOvvA.RD.

Phil Flentje has been
elected by the SAHGA
Executive to represent SA
and WA on the National
Coaching Committee. This
Committee will be looking
at the approval of HGFA
registered schools and the
whole structure of the
instructors certification
scheme.
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R~DIO

Communications

Q.

WHAT ABOUT DISPENSATFOREIGN
IONS
FOR
PILOTS WITH F.M. GEAR?

A.

To quote the Department. ....
"Foreign · contestants
who
are licensed Amateur Operators by overseas . Administrations may make applications to this Department for
either
a
reCiprocal
or
visitor's licence as appropriate, thereby enabling them
to operate in Australia".

Q.

HOW DO I OBTAIN A LICENO:;:?

A.

Look up "Department of
Communications"
in
the
Commonwealth
Government
section of your local 'phone
book, ring them and they
will send you a form.

By Mart yn Yeomans
As a result of some "big-brothering" at the 1986 Nationals by
officials of the Dept. of Communications, I wrote to these wonderful Government fund raisers
seeking clarification of a number of aspects relating to the
use of radios by hang glider
pilots.
Briefly, the answers were as
follows:
Q.
A.

ARE e.B. 's IN HANG GLIDERS LEGAL?

Finally, a warning from the Department ....

Basically yes, provided that
the set is licensed and of
an approved type.

Q.

WHAT ARE
TYPES?

A.

Only 27 MHz units or 477
MHz U.H.F. (up to 40 channels in each case) qualify.
Each individual set, within
these two categories, must
be approved.

Q.

HOW MUCH
ENCE FEE?

A.

$12.00 p.a. per set. If you
have one unit on your glider and another in your car,
you will need two licences.

Q.

WHAT ABOUT 2
F.M. EQUIPMENT?

A.

This is regarded as "Amateur"
equipment
and
the
operator
must
hold
an
Amateur Operator's Licence.
As well, the setfs must be
licensed at a cost of $23.00
p.a. each.

"Your co-operation in conveying
(this) information to members ....
will
ensure
that
any
potential regulatory action by
the Department will be averted".

"APPROVED"

IS

THE

DON'T

SAY
YOU
WARNED!!

LIC-

METRE

Itoss

.J'J.1:C<'Ul

a t hurd c:rins Gully

/
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WEREN'T

setting up a LANDING
Part 2.
By Martyn Yeomans
Last month we looked at how
to set up a landing at a
restricted
coastal
ridge-type
site. This month's article deals
with an "inland" landing. I have
used the expression "inland", for
the sake of example, but any
landing after a high glide/flight
where the L.Z. is not a foregone conclusion should utilise
the following procedures.

Hint:
Third, make short, sharp "jinks"
left and right. e.g. approximately 45-60 degrees off course.
These zig-zags will wash off
quite a bit of height without
the risk inherent in a low-level
90-180-90 or 360, and still allow
you to remain headed more or
less for the spot.

If you start your final glide too

high and you risk overshooting
the "spot", there are a few
things you can do to save the
situation:
First, get out of prone - you
have more drag and a worse
glide angle in "hang".

(The
example
used
on
the
diagram is a schematiC of the
Mt. 13lackheath landing area).

Second, don't try to slow down
too much;remember, the wind
gradient will cause your airspeed to decrease.

AsseSSing a Potential Site
Once you have decided (or been.
forced by conditions), to consider bringing your flight to an
end, you must quickly choose a
suitable landing area. The fundamental requirements have been
dealt with before, so I won't
elaborate other than to point out
that you need a sufficiently large
area, free of obstructions such
as trees, power lines, fences and
and if the ground
live stock;
is not flat, the uphill slope
should be into the wind. (If you
have no option but to choose between "into the wind/downslope"
or "upslope/downwind", the decision should almost always be:
Land upslope - even a moderate
tail wind will be lighter near the
ground).

If too Tow at 'A' h
.
downwind leg shor~SF~~!~nupth!SdcrOSSWind leg and keep
•

win

tUrn

takes you int o L.Z 3

If too high at 'B' extend downwind leg. Land in l.Z 3

So, assume you have a suitable
paddock picked out, let's see
how the "standard approac.h pattern" can be used to ensure a
good landing.
Step 1 - Lose Height
Depending
on
your
altitude
above ground, begin "square" circuits over the actual (or national) boundaries of the field, e.g.
follow a fence or tree line. Circuits can be in either direction.
However, if another
glider has already established a
"descent pattern", go the same
way.

Note: Difficult to get into L.Z 1 in 1 ight winds due to pop lars
and downhil l slope. L.Z 2 good in moderate winds,L.Z 3 i n light winds.
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Your circuits should consist of
distinct
"upwind",
"crosswind",
"downwind" and (2nd.) "crosswind" legs.
Step 2 - On "Final"
The importance of these "legs"
is that they allow you to drift,
lower level wind strength and
direction
before
you commit
yourself to the final "glide-in".
Your assessment of conditions
during these circuits will allow
you to decide on the optimal
"touch-dowr." spot.
If you arrive over the L-2 with

plenty of h,eight you may be
able to complete 2 or 3 circuits
before setting up your final
glide. On the other hand, the
"standard
approach"
may
be
somewhat truncated - more like
an elongated "360".
The main
thing is that you can shorten or
extend any leg so that you (a)

lose the right
height and,

amount

(b)

arrive at the point where
you want to begin your
final glide at the right
height and on the right
"bearing".

.ielc.l Ross

of

The other important thing to
remember is your upwind glide
angle will improve as the wind
strength decreases.
With an
H.P. glider,
you will travel
approximately 300 metres over
the ground from a height of
only 100 feet into a wind of
0-5 knots.
Even an intermediate/training glider will take you
about 200 metres from 100 feet
in the same wind (or lack thereof). Therefore, if the distance
from the downwind boundary,
e.g. fence or row of trees, to
the intended "spot" is only 100
metres, you would need to get
down to about 40-50 feet on
your final cross wind leg before
making the last upwind turn.

,' i::Yl1C

J ollisJ;1. - aerial

_lod
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WINCHING
Bruce Barcham' s article on winching has sparked the innovative
rhubarb farmers of Tambourine
Mountain to yet a small dIsclosure on their efforts at winching.
Maybe all you flat land territorialists haven't had the unique
problem we have had.
Towing
may be great, but ! - the limiting factors to our situation make
towing all but proclusive!
Where
enough
wind?
almost
power
traffic!

scales;
but let's face it - the
weak link should take care of
any over stressing and though we
adjusted and adjusted the clutch
I think it's almost redundant!
Because the driver is looking
straight ahead at the glider and
he is in control, lock-out is not
a problem, for the power man
eases back the moment the glider looks to be going off line, or
he uses his judgement.

One problem we encountered was
the glider pulling the car off the
blocks.
Forth-with the winch
had to stop and the glider was
left with a slack line still attached!
Very embarrassing if your
release will not let go under noYu beauty!! but we just don't · load conditions!
Please check
have anything like this around.
that you can release under noPlenty of big paddocks but you
load.
couldn't drive over! So winching
is the only way, but how?
We didn't!!
We extended the
rear axle with another axle boltWell, all you do is block up your ed onto the wl.t::e l studs with
old Holden, take the rear wheel spacer spring washers!
We left
off and put a rim in its place,
the (wheel) bearing in place and
and you tow onto that!
Great! fitted a 2nd. wheel bearing down
but what about over-stressing the the axle some 8" from the existglider?
ing one, (see diagram), and found
a steel tube that would accomWe thought long and hard about modate the bearings inside!
To
this so we fitted a slasher clutch this tube we welded the rim as
into the centre and drove onto squarely as we could (by the
the clutch which is adjustable to "guess" meter).
The rim is a
any
pressure
via
a · set
of little out of centre but does not
seem to affect two winching.
can you find a mile flat
to drive over and into the
Some sort of a road is
necessity
without
a
lines and preferably no

We are still in the early stages
and the test pilot keeps injuring
himself which makes the progress
a little awkward! (Read accident
report this issue).
Of course it is not as simple as
I have described.
Your winch
drum needs to be outside the car
- though if a few guiders were
welded on underneath, this should
not be a problem, and you could
simply put an empty rim and tow
onto this.
Well the next thing was to give
it a try.
Being cautious, we
didn't tow a glider but a man
Siting on a bag.
Whoopee!! it
works!!
But it was obvious we needed
some sort of guide to feed the
Tlrope onto the spool. We tried
several ideas but finally settled
on a 1" pipe running over the
top of the car with a big D
shackle sliding along the pipe.
We took our contraption down to
the Ultralight Park and tried it.
Held the glider way out, two
steps and presto! you are looming Into the sky. You need a big
steel tape to tie your car to,
or a centreless brake drum to replace the original and put on all
the archers!
The Florey Bros.
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Or, How I Spent the Summer
flying Around the Upper Murray
Yep, that's what I did all right.
Quite indulgent, quite chaIlenging
and very exciting and satisfyi!1g.
Ever since I knew about a bloke
caIled John Fisher, who not only
lived on toP . of Mt. Elliot, but
cleared
an
airstrip
and self
launched his home-made sailplane
(with the use of car tubes) from
there, I thought there must be
something going here.
Now three summer flying (hang
gliding) seasons down the track
(and
some
nice
Winter
and
Autumn flying too), I'm convinced this area has a lot going
for it.

Hang gliding in this area also
came of age this past season. Do
you know how that's done? WeIl
you put people into the local hospital with hang gliding injuries.
There were three serious enough
to comment on.
The first
(ever) at Mt. Elliot was the old
run-off in a hurry, but neglect
of clipping-in trick. Anyone who
walks around wearing their learners (in this case a pod), would do
weIl to learn the Germany safety
system to prevent an Oh Shit!
situation. What they do is have
a piece of bright coloured string
placed on the keel in front of
the suspension point. When you
clip in, the looped end of the
string is clipped in also. If not,
then this piece of string wiIl
hang in your face when you pick
the glider up. Simple eh!

This year out of 40 or so flights
I ended up at the bottom twice.
A few 50-60k. triangles many 40SOk out and back and a declared
9Sk out and back, fill up my summer log. What is more interesting is that other pilots who flew
here had much better flights
than mine, (some did anyway).
This
summer
being
relatively
mild produced not many days
over 9,000', but with plenty up
to 7,000' and 8,000' it still made
life interesting.
Mild summers
do, of course have advantages the
canoes,
wind-surfers
and
other toys got a hiding.
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And the worst break of them all
was a spiral fracture of the humerus sustained by . a high staIl
landing pilot.
It is also probably worth mentioning two blown take-offs by two
separate pilots.
Mt. Elliot has
a nice looking take-off.
DON'T
BE FOOLED. In no wind situations it's touch and go. Two guys
touched and resulted in two bent
gliders and two lucky escapes.
In light winds a 110% effort is
still required and in stronger
winds be bloody careful as weIl
as a tree top landing beside takeoff, is also on the cards.
(I
know, I did one last summer, and
I was one of the three).
Mt. Elliot is DEflNITEL Y P.R.
3!!! MINIMUM.
So please don't
come to the area with a 2 rating
looking for inland experience.
There have been a few rumblings
about an intermediate compo to
be held here soon. Perhaps early
next summer. With reliable summer weather, 2,100' vertical, resident thermals, 2 WD access to
4 take-offs facing SW, SE, WNW,
N-NE. I'd say why not.
Anyone interested please contact
me at this address.
7 Bartlett St., Corryong. Vic. 3707

Another dislocation of an elbow
occurred when a visiting U.S.
lady pilot got clubbed by a tail
wind on final.

Safe & happy flying Glenn Wilson.

~~Market Pl ace~~~
MEGA II

nsw

Moyes harness, no prangs
Excellent condition $750.00

MOYES MARS 150 (P.R.1)
A great little glider for the lightweight pilot.
Has been lovingly ~ared
for.
Excellent condition.
A great
buy at $1,300.00

ding s .

327 4484

SWIFT 100 (P.R.3)
Mint condition. Crop, tight sail red/
must
orange/gold.
Going overseas
sell.
$650.00 O.N.O.

Phone: (049) 67 1853
Ask for Jude.
PROBE II (P.R.3)

Phone: Peter Gray (02) 85 3503 (a.h.)
(02) 868 1606 (work)

Pink and white dacron. Excellent hand ling and performance. As new sail and
hardware.
$1,100.00 O.N.O.

MARS 170 - (P.R.1)
and

LOST AT BEECHMONT
I have lost a set of keys, attached to
a rubic cube, in the bottom landing
paddock at Beechmont.
If you find
them, please ring Carol or Derek on 844 2038 (a.h.)
275 7090 (b.h.)

Phone: Kel Smith (049) 26 2896

Excellent condition
green and white.
$1,200.00

Phone: Steve

or

Trim.

Red,
MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)

O.N.O.

Phone: Kel Smith (049) 26 2896

Very good condition,
green leading
edge and gold mainsail glider.
Your
chance to fly the sporting colours.
$1,250.00

HARNESS:
Moyes backpack,
black and rainbow.
Suit 5'10" - 6' pilot. As New.
$200.00 O.N.O.
Or - $100 with either of above gliders.

Phone: Wesley (02) 569 0584
MISSILE 180 (P.R.3)

Phone: Kel Smith (049) 26 2896
GYRO 1 70 (P. R. 1 )
Good

condition.
Excellent
$1,00.00 O.N.O.

handling

One of the best.
A great machine in
great
condition.
Must
sell
with
regret.
White mainsail, lime green
leading edge and under-surface. Speed
bar, spare downtubes and base bar.
$700.00 O.N.O.
(No reasonable offer refused)

Phone: Kel Smith (049) 26 2896
UPRIGHT LENGTHS 7 m. lengths. 6061 - T6.
28mm. x 2 ffiffi. wall thickness.
$60.00
Phone:

Also P.A. BACK-UP 'CHUTE
(regularly repacked, never deployed )
with all-black P.A.
cocoon harne s s
(medium)
and ballast bag.
Barga in
price includes two karabiners.
$385.00

Steve Stokes (049) 22195

COCOON HARNESS
Deluxe Model designed by Stanwell Soaring Centre.
Parachute & Ballast Bag.
New & Used - all sizes.
Phone: Steve Stokes (049) 22195

Also K40 CAR CB RADIO
with magnetic aerial.
$95.00

Hardly

'used.

Phone: Peter Meredith (02) 959 5742 (h)
(02) 450 2344 (w)
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PROBE 165 (P.R.3)

G'I' 1 70 (P . R . 3 )

Excellent handling.
Good
Blue, gold and white.
$1,200.000.N.0.

condition.

Phone : Bruc e ( 0 2) 58 7 240 3

Yellow Top surface, Orange L/E. White
undersurface. This kite's in good nick
$1,000 0.t\i.0.
Phone: Harry (042) 96 7796
GTR 175 V.B.

MAGI C I V ( P .R.4)
Ch erry r ed shiny Mylar L . E . Ra i nbow
undersurface
4.4 oz
Dacron Airfoil
u prights .
Speedbar + V. B.
5 Months
old. (Ex t ~emely low hours).
$2,250.00

(P.R.4)

One Ye ar n e w.
Dark g reen a nd
Top condition . Spe ed b a r.
Bargain p r i c e d for qu ick s a l e.
$1,400. 00
Phone :

white.

Bo b Barnes ( 065) 54 0416

Also DELUXE COCOON HARNESS
(Suits
5'9"
to 6')
with paralogic
'chute (regularly packed) with safty
pin system.
$450.00
MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)
Also DAVRON VARIO + THOMMEN ALT ATTACHED
$380.00
Also TANDY 5 WATT HAND HELD C/W HAND MIC.
AND BRACKETS

Brown leading edge; white, red, yellow
and
orange
sail.
Swivel
X-bar.
Harness
- helmet thrown in.
The lot $580.00 Neg.
Phone: Steve (03) 500 0664

$130.00
Also SUPER COUGAR 40 CHANNEL CAR C.B. A.M.
(Still in packaging)
$80.00

WANTED

MEGA III/METEOR 170 or 190

Must be in genuinely good airworth y
condition. Would prefer to buy in Vic.
Will pay $500.00
Phone: Mark (03) 469 5095

Phone: Steve (066) 52 2066 (b.h.)
(066) 53 2052 (a.h.)

MOYES GT 17 0 (P .R. 3)
GYRO 180 ( P.R.1)
Ora nge with b l ack leading ed g e and
y e llow u /s.
Spa r e A. f rame a nd heart
bolt. Good cond ition.
$1 ,200.00 O. N .0.
Phone :

Ron

(043)

922768

(after

4.30
p.m. )

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
Orange leading edge, white mainsail,
a well maintained glider in good condition.
$850.00
Phone: Peter (045) 70 2567 (b.h.)
(045) 78 1093 (a.h.)
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Bl ue l e a d i n g ed g e , white sail.
Good
c ond i t i on , excel lent flye r .
Low ai rtime. Never a b e nt bar!!
$1,2 5 0 O.N.O.
All off e rs consid ered.
Phone:

Mike (03) 49 1785

PlOl
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MARS 1 50 (P. R. 1 )
orange and white.
Very little flying
time.
Excellent condition.
Ladies
and smaller than average men - this is
your glider.
Phone: (060) 76 11 45
and leave your number, or write Glen Wilson,
7 Barlett Street,
Corryong. 3707

qld

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
Excellent condition, '85 model. Yellow
L.E. and U.S.
Pink Mainsail, Black
keel pocket.
Low airtime:
comes with
Mylar
leading-edge
inserts,
P.A.
stirrup harness and spare upright.
$1 ,500
Phone: Joanne (07) 377 9383 (Work)
(07) 375 3523 (home)
GTR 1 75 ( P . R • 3 )

TRIKE - KAWASAKI
440 Twin. 30 H.P. 3 blade adjustable
pitch prop.
Second chantz ballistic
'chute.
Metero
190
wing
fully
strengthened.
$3,000 with trailer.
Must sell - Have financial commitments

Rainbow
As new, less than 10 hours.
upper panels, blue leading edge, and
keel pocket. White undersurface.
$1,990.00
Also NATIONAL PANASONIC GB

Phone: Jack or Lyn (071) 83 4881

Model RJ-380/D.

6 Channel, water proof
$195.00

MARS 1 70 ( P • R. 1 )

Phone: Richard Ingelido (07) 378 9569 (a.h.)
(07) 369 5618 (b.h.)

Blue leading edge, yellow undersurface,
white mainsail.
Looks great in the
air. Low hours, pluse spare set of uprights.
New
medium
size
helmet.
Excellent trim and condition.
$1,200.00

MOYES GT 170 (P.R.3)

A SUPINE HARNESS - blue material with
a new speed bar and front flying wires
to suite a Mars 170 - all brand new.
$220.00

Phone: Wayne (075) 58 4267 S.E. Qld.

Phone: Keith (07) 205 6160
1985 GTR 162 MAINSAIL
This sail has been repaired in three
places at the factory and is in fair
condition.
It has rainbow undersurface, light blue L.E. and white top
sail.
Will freight anywhere in Australia, for
$250.00 O.N.O.
Phone: Jerry (07) 399 6108
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Blue leading edge and undersurface.
White mainsail and red keel pocket.
Must sell this reliable nice handling
glider. In good condition.
$800.00 O.N.O.

NATIONAL VIDEO CAMERA & RECORDER
Fully portable and lightweight. Recorder model NV-180A, Camera - A2. Has
many features
Auto focus,
title
card, zoom, etc.
Comes with carry
case for recorder, and camera bag. Two
batteries and A.C.
adapter/charger.
Good for filming all the action on the
hill or in the air.
Only six months'
old, worth over $2,600 new.
Will sell
for only $2,000.00
Phone: John (07) 2053311 (b.h.)
(071) 966549 (a.h.)
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HELENSBURGH 2508

1/189 PARKES ST.

.042942052

THERE USED TO BE ONLY ONE CHOICE.
DESPITE THE COMPETITION WE STILL
FEEL THAT WAY.

APPROVED DEALERS
N.S.W.

Airspace School
of Hang Gliding
P.O. Box 162
Waverley
(02) 398-2902
Clyde Farquhar
Lot 924
Wattley Hill Road
Wooten 2423
Free Flight School
of Hang Gliding
8 Laitoke Road
Terry Hills 2084
(02) 450-2186
Steve Hagney
29 The Parade
North Haven 2443
(065) 599-605 A.H.
Headwind Flight Systems
Coolamon Scenic Drive
Coorabell 2479
(066) 847-328
Guy Hubbard
3 Hanna Street
Cowra 2794
(063) 421-672 A.H .

Newcastle Hang Gliding
Centre
11 Patrick Street
Mereweather 2291
(049) 22-195 A. H.
Sky Logic
26 Murrawal Road
Stanwell Park 2508
(042) 942-765 A.H.
Chris South
22 Cotswold Avenue
Westmead 2145
(02) 635-8206

S. AUSTRALIA

Phil Flentje
1 Austell Street
Unley 5061
(08) 272-5437 A.H.
Nu Wings
35 Stan lake Avenue
St. Marys 5042
(08) 277-5435

QUEENSLAND

VICTORIA

Graeme Etherton
43 Thompson Street
Aitkenvale 4814
(077) 751-224
The Hang
Gliding Centre
12 Coates Street
Morningside 4170
(07) 395-5892
Bill Korneef
41 Casino Village
Carrara 4211
(075) 584-906
Pure Flight
Hang Gliding Centre
76 Peter Street
Strathpine 4500
(07) 205-6160 A.H.
Haydn Redfern
P.O. Box 251
Cairns 4870

Rob Van Der Klooster
44 Tanner Street
Breakwater 3219
(052) 223-019 A. H.
Harry Summers
6 Stanley Grove
Blackburn 3130
(03) 898-6467 A. H.
Victorian West Coast
Hang Gliders
81 Grandview Road
Torquay 3228
(052) 612-580 A.H.
W. AUSTRALIA

Dave Drabble
36 Lisle Street
Mount Claremont 6010
(09) 384-7239

A.C.T.

Bruno Wright
42 Girraween Street
Braddon 2601
(062) 485-215 A. H.
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